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Figure 1. Aerial view of the site
Site outlined in red
Base Map Source: Near Maps 2017
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1.1 Preliminary
This submission is prepared on behalf of Prolet and Billbergia
in relation to the draft Rhodes East Priority Precinct Plan,
currently on public exhibition by the NSW Department of
PLanning and Environment. This submission specifically
relates to two sites, identified at Figure 1, with the two sites
being the subject to two Master Plans, being:
– Site 1 (Leeds Street Precinct). The Master Plan for this site
has been prepared by SJB and is attached at Appendix A
to this report.
– Site 2 (Llewellyn Street Precinct). The Master Plan for this
site has been prepared by Architectus and is attached at
Appendix B to this report.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide a submission on the
draft Rhodes East Priority Plan as two key land holders within
the priority precinct. Both Prolet and Billbergia are committed
to the ongoing, sustainable growth and development of
Rhodes East, coordinated with the delivery of community,
education and pedestrian infrastructure to enhance the
amenity, liveability, desirability and accessibily of Rhodes.
This report should be read in conjunction with the following
attached documentation:
– Appendix A: Leeds Street Precinct Master Plan, prepared
by SJB
– Appendix B: Llewellyn Street Precinct Master Plan,
prepared by Architectus

– Design excellence and improved amenities. The proposed
Master Plans maintain this objective, ensuring towers are
slender and placed so as to maximise building separation,
views through the precinct and ensure a good degree of
privacy and amenity between apartments.
– Excellent pedestrian amenity. Collectively, the two Master
Plans will contribute to enhanced pedestrian amenity. The
Leeds Street Precinct Master Plan facilitates delivery of
a new public open space area connecting Leeds Street
to the Foreshore, whilst also opening up the foreshore to
the public as suggested by the Priority Precinct Plan. The
Llewellyn Street Precinct Plan facilitates new pedestrian
connectivity over the Northern Railway and Concord Road.
– Interesting skyline: The proposed Master Plans for both
precincts introduce height variation, which will contribute
to a more dynamic Rhodes skyline when viewed from the
local area and beyond.
– Strategic Centre: Rhodes is an identified strategic
centre and health and education precinct consistent
with the designation of other centres such as Burwood,
Chatswood and Epping, each of which comprise or permit
development of between 30 and 55 storeys. The proposed
tower heights under the Master Plans are consistent with
the height of buildings in other Sydney strategic centres.

1.3 Structure of this submission
This submission outlines:

– Appendix C: Rhodes (SCC) Statistics - 2016 Census and
Transport Capacity Assessment, prepared by Institute for
Sustainable Futures.

– An overview of the proposed Master Plans

– Appendix D: Priority Precinct Review (Leeds Street
Precinct), prepared by Urbis

– Key issues identified with the draft Priority Precinct Plan;

1.2 Background

– Recommendations for incorporation into the finalisation of
the Priority Precinct.

– Alignment with the draft Priority Precinct Plan;

In May 2016, Architectus was engaged by Prolet and
Billbergia to prepare a Preliminary Site Investigation to identify
the opportunities and challenges for development of the
Rhodes East Priority Precinct. This study was submitted to the
NSW Department of Planning and Environment in May 2016.
The core outcomes of the May 2016 study were:
– Mitigate the loss of employment through rezoning of
industrial lands through the provision of new employment
opportunities. The proposed Master Plans collectively
provide new opportunities for commercial, retail based
employment, as well as over 80 potential jobs in education
with the facilitation of a new school site.
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2. Master Plans
2.1 Master Plans
As aforementioned, this submission relates to two Master
Plans, as listed below.
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– Delivery of a public domain framework which provides
foreshore access along Parramatta River and two new
open spaces.

– Site 1 (Leeds Street Precinct). The Master Plan for this site
has been prepared by SJB and is attached at Appendix A
to this report.

SJB have considered the above features, and the core
principles of the draft Priority Precinct Plan, to develop a
precinct Master Plan which responds to the site’s ownership
pattern and allows for the funding and delivery of open space
and infrastructure on the subject site.

– Site 2 (Llewellyn Street Precinct). The Master Plan for this
site has been prepared by Architectus and is attached at
Appendix B to this report.

The Vision of the SJB Master Plan is set out below:

2.2 Site 1: Leeds Street Master Plan
The Rhodes East Priority Precinct refers to the Leeds Street
Master Plan area as the ‘Leeds Street Precinct’. The key
features of the draft Priority Precinct Plan are:
– Rezoning of the precinct from industrial to mixed use land
uses;
– Increase in the maximum building heights to range
between 9 and 25 storeys;
– Introduction of a solar access plane to protect sunlight
access to open space;
– Ensure a maximum floor plate of 30 x 30 metres is
permitted.

“Our vision is to foster and create a civic and communal
heart for the existing and future community of Rhodes
East, supported by amenity that will enrich the
experiences of everyone.
Central to delivering this experience is a state of the art
foreshore pool and 12,500m2 of activated public open
space, capable of providing markets, performances and
celebrating the unique diversity of Rhodes East.
The open space is the heart in a wider and integrated
approach for the area. The heart will be accessible for
the broader community with a new bus terminal with
driverless buses and a new ferry terminal.
The area will be supported by uses that satisfy residents
daily needs, whilst also providing offerings unique to
Rhodes including services that stimulate a vibrant centre
by day and night”

Figure 2. Draft Priority Precinct Leeds Street Render
Source: Roberts Day
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The Master Plan responds to the core principles draft Precinct
Plan, albeit reflecting the ownership pattern of the precinct
and enhancing delivery of public domain and transport
outcomes, as set out below.
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Master Plans

Implementation of the above principles has led to
development of a Master Plan which features:
– Diversity in height, stepping from six storeys at the
foreshore in a podium form, to towers of 27 and 35 storeys.
– Facilitating a built form which allows for a consolidated
and larger provision of open space within this precinct
compared to what is envisaged under the draft Priority
Precinct, whilst also creating opportunities for communal
open space which steps above the foreshore open space.

– Enhanced connectivity, facilitating delivery of the Rhodes
Ferry Terminal and creating a place around this, whilst also
catering for a new bus terminal to service driverless buses
connecting the precinct to Rhodes Train Station.
The Master Plan will result in an FSR of 4:1 across the
precinct, with a gross floor area of approximately 133,000
sqm. This will facilitate delivery of approximately 1,355
dwellings within this precinct.

– Enhanced amenity by opening up visual connections
between Cavell Avenue toward Parramatta River, providing
a foreshore pool to create a destination point at thie
northern end of Rhodes and facilitating delivery of a
childcare to meet the day to day needs of families in this
part of the precinct.
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2.3 Site 2: Llewellyn Street Precinct

The Vision of the Architectus Master Plan is set out below:

The Rhodes East Priority Precinct refers to this precinct as
being within the ‘Rhodes East Gateway Precinct’ and the
‘High Point Precinct’. The key features of the draft Priority
Precinct Plan (see render of precinct below) as applicable to
this area are:

“The Llewellyn Street Precinct is ideally suited to more
intensive uses in close proximity to the Rhodes town
centre and the Rhodes Train Station. The proposal
presented in the master plan takes on a holistic
vision for the site, to make a vibrant and active place
which will form a new heart for Rhodes East while
addressing the needs of a rapidly growing and ever
changing community. This vision represents the shared
aspirations of a new community around which the
principles of the master plan have been structured.

– Delivery of a through site link and overpass of Concord
Road to connect Rhodes East to McIllwaine Park.
– Providing connections between Rhodes East and West via
a Railway overpass.
– Permitting heights of up to 15 storeys at the southern end
of the site, stepping down to 6-8 storeys moving northward.
– Create a new east-west link between Cavell Street and
Blaxland Road.
– Maximising opportunities for views towards the east, both
from the precinct area and protecting views available from
towers in Rhodes West.
Architectus has considered the above features, and the core
principles of the draft Priority Precinct Plan, to develop a
precinct Master Plan which responds to the site’s ownership
pattern and allows for the funding and delivery of a school,
open space and infrastructure on the subject site.

These include:
– A highly liveable and attractive place for a diverse
community.
– A collaborative to infrastructure delivery.
– A school for the community not just residents.
– A neighbourhood where children can safely access
and play in the park.
– A place for the next generation of smart kids.”

Figure 3. Draft Rhodes East Priority Precinct PlanLandbridge and Gateway Precinct Render
Source:
Roberts Day
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The Architectus Master Plan responds to the core principles
draft Precinct Plan, albeit reflecting the ownership pattern
of the precinct and enhancing delivery of public domain,
education and connectivity outcomes, as set out below.

Re-align Llewelyn Street
Llewelyn Street will be re-aligned to create a new signalled
four-way intersection which will improve access into the
Rhodes East precinct.

A home for a new school for Rhodes
– A free-hold site of 5,390m2 can be dedicated to a new
school and be the focal point of the precinct.
– The school should be located within 400 metres of the
railway station and have street access from at least two
sides.
– Buildings which house key learning areas and play spaces
should be set back from Concord Road and be orientated
north to maximise solar access.

Addition of new streets that are integrated into the
existing street network
– The new streets will promote connectivity, legibility and
walkability.
– Servicing and loading will be considered carefully to ensure
streets are places for people – basement car entries will be
excluded from arterial roads such as Concord Road.

Re-connect McIlwaine Park back to the precinct and to
the broader community
– A new east-west pedestrian connection across Concord
Road at the southern end of the precinct, will connect the
new school back to McIlwaine Park.
– An additional pedestrian connection across the rail line will
connect Rhodes East to the new community leisure centre
in Rhodes West.
Create an integrated neighbourhood within the precinct that
responds to its context
– A neighbourhood that responds to the location of a new
school, co-located with key social infrastructure including
community and childcare facilities. This will be supported
by residential development that promotes a diverse range
of dwelling types and reflects a density that is in keeping
with the scale of development seen in Rhodes West.
– Precincts will be supported by local neighbourhoods
focussed around high quality public spaces which provide
opportunities for community interaction.
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quality public domain to link the mix of land uses
The new school will be co-located with new community and
childcare facilities. The new public domain in these areas
should consider these uses to provide opportunities for
residents to meet and socialise.

Concord Rd interface
Ensure uses in podium along Concord road are compatible
with a busy road interface. this may include a number of
non-residential uses including commercial.

Activate Blaxland Road
Blaxland Road will be revitalised under the new master plan
providing built form which supports active uses along the
road. This will be complemented by a street level which will
provide a safe environment and encourage social interaction.

Landmark built form and slender towers
– Uses at the upper levels of the podium should be
articulated from the outside.
– The tower form should be set back from the podium levels
minimise the effects of wind, be slender and articulated
and designed to address building separation from other
towers for view sharing and minimise the effect of tower
crowding.

Views and Skyline
– Towers will provide a variation in height and floorplates that
do not exceed 850m2 GFA for 25 storeys graduating up to
1,000m2 GFA for 45 storeys and slenderness.
– Slender towers should be generally orientated in the
direction of McIlwaine Park. From key regional views, the
Residential Amenity
towers should appear slim and well-spaced.
All residential buildings will comply with the SEPP 65 and the solar
– The lower height of the school building will enable shared
access and cross ventilation requirements, as set out in the ADG.
views from the towers of Rhodes East to the city skyline.

Rhodes East| Planning Proposal | Architectus
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Master Plans

Implementation of the above principles has led to
development of a Master Plan which features:
– A focus on density closest to Rhodes Railway Stations, with
heights ranging between 3 storeys and 45 storeys.
– The potential to delivery approximately 1,500 apartments;
– Ability to deliver and dedicate a school for up to 1,000
primary school students on a freehold site that is capable
of facilitating outdoor play space onsite.
– Delivery of a 2,400 sqm community centre and 1,200 sqm
child care centre located south of the school, creating a
community hub centred on the school site.

– Delivery of two key pedestrian connections, one being over
the Northern Railway Line, connecting Rhodes East and
West, and the other being over Concord Road, connecting
Rhodes to McIllwaine Park, and enhancing connectivity to
the Concord Hospital Precinct.
– Diverse housing product, with a mix of terrace-type
housing productnorth of Llewellyn Street at the street
interface of Blaxland Road and the proposed new street,
with a range of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments provided
within the towers above.
The Master Plan will result in an FSR of 7.39:1 across the
precinct, with a gross floor area of approximately 159,103
sqm. This includes 7,460 sqm of GFA associated with a 1,000
student primary school.

– Realignment and delivery of roads to create a fine grain
urban form and enhance permeability though the precinct.
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Master Plans

2.3 Two-precinct Master Plan approach
Both Bilblergia and Prolet are key landowners within the
Rhodes East Precinct. As such, the two Master Plans have
been considered collectively in order to achieve the outcomes
envisaged by the draft Rhodes East Priority Precinct Plan.
A key advantage of the proposed scheme is to provide a
freehold school site, capable of providing open space on-site,
and that also allows for flexibility in growth and change both in
student numbers and pedagogy over time.
The plan collectively also allows for provision of new multipurpose community facilities, including through dedication of
community space and the potential to share school facilities.
In terms of retail activity, the proposal provides a new open
space with retail floor space around a new Leeds Street open
space, which will active the northern end of Rhodes East,
creating a new destination around the Ferry Wharf. This is
also supported by a bus terminal located at the north-western
end of the precinct, terminating Blaxland Road.
The proposal will also facilitate the delivery of a child-care
centre close to the station and adjacent to the potential school
site.
At the northern end, the Master Plans allows for an expanded
open space at the Ferry Wharf Precinct, which is consistent
with the Priority Precinct’s aim to maximise the provision of
open space across the precinct, targeting 5% of the area.
Collectively, the two Master Plans will deliver 2,800-2,900
dwellings, which provides surplus capacity for another
700-800 dwellings based on the capacity identified in the
draft Priority Precinct Plan of 3,500 apartments. These are
ideally placed adjacent to the station in a high density form.

The Master Plan approach therefore seeks to suggest a
no-change scenario for lands between the two precincts,
which could be considered for a change in zoning, height
and density once the appropriate traffic and transport
infrastructure capacity is available to service the precinct.
In addition, the proposed Master Plans respond to land
ownership. The proposed priority precinct plan results in
distribution of height and floor space and a master plan which
does not respond to the land ownership pattern in Rhodes
East. The Master Plans take this into careful consideration to
ensure height and floor space is appropriately distributed to
realise the potential of each site and ensure delivery of public
domain and community infrastructure outcomes.
The Institute of Sustainable Futures was commissioned
as part of the Master Planning Process for this precinct to
determine the public transport capacity of Rhodes East over
the coming 10-12 years. It has been determined based on
committed and planned infrastructure, the public transport
network would be able to service an additional 18,000 new
dwellings in Rhodes and Wentworth Point. As these planned
infrastructure improvements are realised, further rezoning of
the precinct can be undertaken, unlocking the full potential of
Rhodes East to provide housing, employment and community
focused space in a well serviced and accessible locality.
In summary, the proposed Master Plans considered
collectively will maintain the dwelling capacity identified for the
Rhodes East Precinct due to traffic and transport ocnstraints.
Other than the areas ajacent to the station, it is suggested that
the lands between the Llewellyn Street Precinct and the Leeds
Street precinct be considered for redevelopment at such a
time that traffic and transport capacity is less constrained
and is capable of accomodating further density within the
precinct.

Rhodes East| Planning Proposal | Architectus
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3. Alignment with draft
Priority Precinct Plan
The Master Plans prepared for the two sites are consistent
with the proposed vision and key benefits identified in the
draft Priority Precinct Plan, as set out below:
Encourage walking, cycling and public
transport use.
The proposed master plans provide through-site
links and pedestrian and cycle paths which
connect the broader precinct to key public
transport infrastructure. This is achieved through:
– Delivery of a new pedestrian overpass of the
Northern Railway Line, connecting Rhodes
East and West.
– Delivery of a new pedestrian overpass of
Concord Road, connecting Rhodes East with
McIllwaine Park and enhancing connectivity
between Rhodes and Concord Hospital, in
line with revised draft District Plan objectives.
– Bicycle parking and facilities can be
accommodated within future developments.
– A new north south road connecting Cavell
Street to the realigned Llewellyn Street will
assist in enhancing permeability through the
precinct.
Increasing access to water.
The Leeds Street Precinct Master Plan includes
a new public plaza between Leeds Street and
the Parramatta River foreshore, as well as
harbour pool at the northern end of the Rhodes
East Priority Precinct. This plan creates a larger
than originally envisaged foreshore open space
and a key destination for the Rhodes by the
foreshore. The pool then creates an active place
for interaction with the water. This area has been
identified as an ideal location for a harbour pool
given the synergies created with the Ferry Wharf.
The Llewellyn Street precinct facilitates delivery
of a crossing over Concord Road connecting
Rhodes East to McIllwaine Park. This also
enhances access to the Brays Bay foreshore
area in a largely passive recreational setting.

More housing options.
The proposed master plans will both contribute to
provision of the desired housing products.
Terrace housing style apartments are proposed along
the frontages to Blaxland Road and the proposed new
road between Cavell Street and the realigned Llewellyn
Street. These two storey housing products will have
direct street entry via a front courtyard space.
Apartments will provide one, two and three bedroom
apartments, designed to optimise solar access, cross
ventilation, views and outlook whilst accommodating a
range of household types across the precinct.
Affordable Rental Housing.
The landowners will contribute to the provision
of affordable housing, with the mechanism to be
determined through negotiations with Council. It is
understood that a Planning Proposal is currently before
Council to provide a dedicated building for affordable
housing.
Improved connectivity between public spaces.
The proposed Master Plans provide enhanced
connectivity between public domain spaces.
The Leeds Street precinct is provided with a large
plaza opening up Leeds Street to the Parramatta River
foreshore. The Plaza will provide direct visual and
physical connectivity northward from Cavell Street to
the river.
The Llewellyn Street precinct will become a community
focal point, with enhanced connectivity to Rhodes
West, which is proposed to comprise a future leisure
centre. Through the proposed overpass connections
of the railway and Concord Road, connectivity to the
Brays Bay foreshore and surrounding public domain
will be significantly improved.
Working with local Council.
The proposed Master Plans are underpinned by
delivery of significant new public assets, which will
require negotiation and discussion with Council as the
ultimate owner of the proposed assets, particularly
new open spaces, realigned Llewellyn Street and
the community centre. The proposed school also
provides potential for shared use by Council and the
community.
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4. Key issues
Architectus has undertaken a detailed review of the draft
Priority Precinct, and recommends the following matters be
reconsidered prior to finalisation of the plan:
– Density - location, distribution and capacity;
– Land ownership - response to land ownership across
precinct
– Viability - housing, retail, parking and delivery of new
streets
– School location - more suitable sites can be made
available
– Infrastructure - staging and delivery
– Built form - rationale to built form outcome envisaged
– Inconsistencies between documentation
– Further analysis required.

that density be focused within 400 metres of Rhodes Railway
Station and around the Ferry Wharf in order to optimise
public transport accessibility and employ best practice
transit oriented design. This allows for the remainder of the
precinct to be deferred, with rezoning phases to align with
infrastructure availability, an approach endorsed by the draft
Priority Precinct Plan.
The draft priority precinct plan seeks to defer areas east
of Concord Road from the proposed rezoning until such a
time that infrastructure becomes available to support the
increases in density to these areas. We propose to maintain
this staged approach, however that the currently proposed
density and yield be focused adjacent to the Railway Station
and Ferry Wharf, as set out in the proposed Master Plans,
and that the area between these two precincts is deferred for
future consideration. Based on the research undertaken by
the Institute of Sustainable Futures, the proposed transport
infrastructure projects servicing Wentworth Point, Rhodes
and Olympic Park will provide capacity for up to 18,000
new dwellings in Rhodes and Wentworth Point. As this
infrastructure is realised over the coming 10-12 years, the
deferred areas can begin to be considered for redevelopment.

These matters are discussed in detail below.

4.2 Land ownership

4.1 Density
The draft priority precinct plan notes that density is
focused around the Railway Station, a long held approach
to the distribution of density across Sydney. The Priority
Precinct Report also aspires to best practice transit
oriented development. The proposed density is capped
at approximately 3,600 dwellings due to an identified lack
of capacity in the local transport network, particularly with
respect to the road network. The density approach also
departs from the initial plan provided during early community
consultation.
Despite these stated visions, the plan notes 794 apartments
will be delivered in the Rhodes Gateway Precinct, located
immediately adjacent to the station, and a further 1,355
apartments will be located at the Leeds Street precinct,
adjacent to the Ferry Wharf, almost double that provided near
the Railway Station. The technical transport study prepared
by Jacobs notes 159 apartments adjacent to Rhodes Railway
Station and 1,355 by the Wharf, providing conflicting figures.
The approach to have double the density adjacent to the
Ferry Wharf goes against the key vision of focusing density
around the Railway Station itself, and constrains the capacity
of sites within 400 metres of the railway station. There has
been no analysis provided within the document of density in
relation to proximity to the Train Station and justification for
the proposed distribution of density, despite the aspiration for
best practice transit oriented development.

The draft Priority Precinct Plan does not appear to be planned
based on the land ownership realities of Rhodes East. Across
the precinct, the distribution of height, floor space and the
proposed locations for open space, through site links and
community infrastructure will compromise the realisation of
the draft Priority Precinct Plan as the above matters do not
take into account land owners and realistic lot amalgamation
patterns. It is important that the Priority Precinct Plan reflects
the land ownership and potential for land amalgamation of the
precinct, in order to ensure that the vision and principles of
the plan can be achieved.
The proposed Master Plans appended to this submission
demonstrate the ideal development outcome for the Leeds
Street and Llewellyn Street sites based on current land
ownership - this includes the ability to amalgamate sites, and
also ensure that community infrastructure such as schools,
parks, community centres and pedestrian bridges can be
delivered in a coordinated manner that will not compromise
the development potential of land ownership parcels within
the precinct.

4.3 Viability
The proposed viability of residential redevelopment, retail
uses and the provision of future roads appears to be marginal
based on the exhibited economic analysis, calling into
question the proposed built form and density approach of the
Precinct Plan.

We recommend that, in accordance with the Master Plan,
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Hill PDA undertook an economic assessment of the draft
Priority Precinct Plan. The assessment finds that the majority
of building typologies, particularly those lower rise apartments
in the central area of the precinct, are only marginally viable.
Such an assessment may deter confidence and the full
realisation of the proposed renewal of Rhodes East. The
residential viability is also based on the provision of 1 car
space per apartment in this precinct. The priority precinct
suggests zero parking within 400 metres of the railway station
and 0.5 spaces per apartment across the remainder of the
precinct. We recommend that a maximum 1 parking space
per apartment is applied.
Furthermore, the proposed retail analysis states that the
Precinct can support between approximately 5,000 and 6,600
sqm of retail floor space. However, this retail assessment is
based on an expected apartment yield of 5,000 apartments,
and has not been informed by the Precinct Plan cap of
approximately 3,500 apartments. The retail assessment also
fails to consider the 1,600 sqm of destination retail proposed
at the Ferry Wharf. Given the finding that 5,000-6,600 sqm
would be viable based on an apartment yield of 5,000, it
is unlikely that the quantum of retail proposed would be
considered. The viability of retail uses across the precinct
needs to be more carefully considered and assessed based
on the final expected yield outcome for the precinct. .
It is also noted that the Hill PDA report tests 9-10 storey
development on amalgamated blocks based on an FSR of
3.1:1. This is inconsistent with the much lesser FSR included in
the proposed Priority Precinct LEP controls which range from
1.16:1 and 1.5:1. As aforementioned, this will deter confidence
in development sites with a lower density.

4.4 Location of school
The Social Infrastructure Assessment for Rhodes East
identifies the need for a primary school to service the growing
Rhodes population. The draft DCP associated with the draft
Priority Precinct Plan identifies the potential school location
as being within a mixed use tower located adjacent to the
Rhodes Railway Station.

as opposed to requiring the school to be within a stratum
subdivision arrangement within a broader mixed use
building.
– The site allows for on-site provision of open space at a rate
close to the desirable 10sqm per child, with the availability
of 9sqm per child on the proposed site. This ensures the
ability to better control safety and supervision of children,
and minimises the need for the school to utilise public
parks during school hours.
– The site creates a new community hub centres around
the school, with the proposed Hayball school concept
plan demonstrating the ability to provide a large outdoor
play area at the corner of Llewellyn Street and Blaxland
Road, creating the opportunity for shared facilities such
as an indoor sports / community hall, outdoor play space
and potential community gathering and market space all
located within the school. This allows for optimum school
use outside of school operating hours.
– The proposed school minimise land use conflicts between
the school and surrounding land uses, particularly
residential uses. This relates to better management of
noise, overlooking and privacy impacts.
– Provides greater opportunities for provision of a range of
school social gathering spaces and experiential spaces,
both indoor and outdoor, which would otherwise be more
limited in a mixed use building.
– Provides for greater flexibility in ensuring the school’s built
form can respond to changes in student population and
pedagogy trends over time.
The proposed Master Plan facilitates delivery of an ideal
school site which can better meet the needs of local students
both now and into the future and also places the school at
the heart of the Rhodes East precinct as a standalone and
centralised site.

4.5 Infrastructure

As demonstrated by the Llewellyn Street Master Plan
prepared by Architectus, there is opportunity to provide a
5,390 sqm school site for up to 1,000 primary school students
which could be dedicated as a freehold site to the NSW
Department of Education due to the cooperation of two major
landowners in this precinct. The Master Plan prepared for
this precinct is underpinned by careful analysis and school
planning undertaken with Hayball. We consider the Master
Plan school location more appropriate compared to that
identified by the draft Rhodes East DCP, on the following
basis:

The Priority Precinct Plan emphasises the ability for
development to facilitate the delivery of infrastructure,
yet there is significant reliance on Special Infrastructure
Contributions and Section 94 Contributions to fund
the delivery of this infrastructure. The proposed Master
Plans discussed earlier both demonstrate the ability for
development to fully fund certain infrastructure that would
otherwise require funding beyond Special Infrastructure
Contributions and Section 94 Contribution. Infrastructure that
could be fully funded and delivered under the Master Plans
appended to this submission include:

– The site allows for a whole site to be dedicated as a
freehold property to the NSW Department of Education,

– Delivery of a freehold, 5,390sqm primary school site
capable of accommodating up to 1,000 children.
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Key Issues

– Delivery of two overpasses, one over the Northern Railway
Line and one over Concord Road between the precinct
and McIllwaine Park.
– Delivery of a new 2,500 sqm community centre close to
Rhodes Station.
– Delivery of a new child care centre close to Rhodes Station.
– Delivery of new public open space between Leeds Street
and the Ferry Wharf and a foreshore park along the
Parramatta River.
– Delivery of the Ferry Wharf and bus terminal at the northern
end of Rhodes East.
It is recommended there be greater collaboration between
State and local government agencies and land owners to
ensure the necessary infrastructure can be delivered in
this precinct. The proposed Master Plans demonstrate the
ability to undertake the above infrastructure works within
an appropriate built form framework and a staged rezoning
approach to the broader Rhodes East precinct.

4.6 Built form
There appears to be a lack of rationale for the setting of
the 38 storey maximum building height within the Rhodes
Gateway precinct. As demonstrated in the Llewellyn Street
Master Plan at Attachment B to this report, other Strategic
Centres in the Sydney Metropolitan Region allow for heights
of up to 55 storeys. As a Strategic Centre, it is important that
the capacity of Rhodes to provide jobs, housing, education
and community functions is optimised, particularly given its
excellent accessibility and desirability.

equates to a dwelling yield of 4,000-5,000.
– Jacobs notes an apartment yield of 159 apartments within
the Rhodes Gateway Precinct, which contradicts the 794
outlined by Roberts Day.
It is important that all testing is undertaken based on
consistent figures to ensure the proposed built form, public
domain and planning control outcomes are informed by the
same information and accurately reflect the desired future
character and outcomes.

4.8 Further information required
Further information is required to justify the designation
of special character areas. The special character area
designations do not integrate with surrounding character
areas, and are quite contained within the precinct - for
example, the Rhodes Station, or ‘Gateway’ precinct covers
only a small portion of the precinct, only part of an existing
street block, adjacent to the Rhodes Railway Station, as
opposed to capturing areas within 400 metres walking
distance of the station.
The character areas should be reconsidered, with the
rationale and intent for these areas clearly expressed in the
documentation.

The draft priority precinct plan appears to limit heights
across much of the precinct to protect views across Rhodes
East from Rhodes West. As demonstrated by the Llewellyn
Street Master Plan, view sharing can be optimised through a
combination of building height controls and more importantly,
building slenderness and separation controls. The Llewellyn
Street Master Plan maintains views through the site by
maximising distances between towers, ensuring that through
site easterly views from Rhodes West can be maximised.

4.7 Inconsistency between documentation
A number of inconsistencies have been identified in the
documentation exhibited as part of the draft Priority Precinct.
These are set out below:
– Differing residential apartment yields are identified in the
reports. The Roberts Day Report notes a dwelling yield of
3,500, whilst it appears the traffic modelling is based on
a yield of 2,900 apartments whilst Hill PDA have based
assumptions on a population of 8,500 residents, which

Rhodes East| Planning Proposal | Architectus
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5. Recommendations
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft
Priority Precinct plan. Based on a review of the plan, and
preparation of Master Plans for the Leeds Street and Llewellyn
Street precincts by SJB and Architectus, we recommend the
following::
– Focus density around the Railway Station and Ferry Wharf
Precinct, and deferring the remainder of the precinct for
further staged rezonings, based on timing of infrastructure
upgrades to Concord Road and public transport servicing
Rhodes. The proposed Master Plans provide an analysis
and distribution of density that is consistent with the overall
apartment capacity for Rhodes identified in the draft
Priority Precinct.
– Retail provision across the precinct needs to be carefully
considered based on the proposed and likely apartment
yield outcome, and ensuring that the assessment captures
all types of retail including convenience, destination and
specialist retail.

– The plan should take into consideration the land
ownership patterns within the precinct. It is important
that that development outcomes, including the delivery
of infrastructure across the precinct, aligns with land
ownership to ensure the ability to deliver infrastructure and
reasonable development outcomes is not compromised.
The two attached Master Plans carefully consider the land
ownership patterns in the respective precincts.
– Consider the opportunities presented by the two Master
Plans appended to this submission in terms of the delivery
and dedication of local and State infrastructure.
– Ensure that the dwelling yield in all reports is consistent
so that economic, traffic and built form testing is all
informed by the same assumptions, and leads to the most
appropriate planning control and built form outcomes.
– The character areas should be reconsidered, with the
rationale and intent for these areas clearly expressed in the
documentation. .

– The parking provision be in line with the viable parking
provision found by Hill PDA, being 1 space per apartment.
– The identification of a school site in the draft DCP is not
supported. This does not encourage consideration of
better sites for the school. As demonstrated in Llewellyn
Street Master Plan, there is opportunity to provide a
freehold school site to the NSW Department of Education
elsewhere in the precinct.

We invite the Department of Planning and Environment to consider the two appended Master Plans for the Leeds Street
Precinct at the north, and the Llewellyn Street Precinct at the southern end of the Rhodes East Priority Precinct area, and
WDNHLQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQWKHMXVWLÀFDWLRQIRUGHQVLW\DQGEXLOWIRUPODQGRZQHUVKLSFRQÀJXUDWLRQDQGPRVWLPSRUWDQWO\WKH
VLJQLÀFDQWSXEOLFEHQHÀWWKDWFDQEHXQORFNHGWKURXJKUHDOLVDWLRQRIWKHVH0DVWHU3ODQVZLWKLQWKH5KRGHV(DVW3ULRULW\
Precinct area. As aforementioned, this can be considered with a staged rezoning approach applied to the remainder of
Rhodes East, being between the Leeds Street Precinct and the Llewellyn Street Precinct, and the areas east of Concord
Road - which can be reconsidered upon delivery and upgrades of infrastructure.
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Rhodes Recreation Centre
Tuesday, 21 November 2017
Billbergia P/L
Suite 101
25 Angas Street
MEADOWBANK NSW 2114
Att: Mr T. Gregg
Dear Mr Gregg,

In accordance with Clause 17.6 of the VPA (Draft amended), please find attached comments from the Rhodes Recreation Centre Project Team on the Concept Design issued by Billbergia on 31 October 2017.
Details of plans received are contained in the document transmittal issued by Billbergia on 31/10/2017.
The Draft Deed of Variation, currently on Public Exhibition, states that Council's comments to the Developer are due within 15 days of submission of the Concept Design. The due date for Council's comments is therefore 21 November 2017.
The Concept Design Package issued on 31 October 2017 did not contain the Public Art Location Plan nor Structural Drawings. The Public Art Location Plan was submitted by Billbergia on 10 November 2017.
There are no comments from the Rhodes Recreation Centre Project Team for the Public Art Drawing. Structural Information was submitted by Billbergia on 21 November. Comments on the structural design will be made a.s.a.p.
ŽƵŶĐŝůĚŽĞƐŶŽƚŐƌĂŶƚĂƉƉƌŽǀĂůĨŽƌƚŚĞŽŶĐĞƉƚĞƐŝŐŶƚŽďĞƐƵďŵŝƚƚĞĚĨŽƌŝŶŝƚƐĐƵƌƌĞŶƚĨŽƌŵ͘dŚĞƐĞĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐĂƌĞĂƚƚĂĐŚĞĚƚŽƚŚŝƐůĞƚƚĞƌ͘
Council has provided feedback in the form of butterpaper sketches and written comment in a spreadsheet.
Butterpaper sketches can be found under the tab titled 'Design Sketch Level 1' and 'Design Sketch Level 2'. Written comments can be found under the tab titled 'CCBC Comments'.
Council requires a return comment for each item. There is a column (G) in the spreadsheet where this can occur.
Comments are to refer to how Council's comments have been incorporated into the revised design, or the reasoning as to why it has not.
Council acknowledges that not all comments are relevant to the DA, but have included everything for future reference.
Ben Richards
Lead Project Manager
Rhodes Recreation Centre Project Team
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Rhodes Recreation Centre Project
Comments for Concept Design Drawing Design Package 20
Stakeholder
or
Reference

Manager Community
Life
Manager Community
Life

Area
or
Subject

Item
Number

Comments to the Rhodes Recreation Centre Project Team

Inquiry
or
Requirement
or
Stage

Comments RRC Project Team

The stairs to Level 2 provide multiple access points where a single point of entry is preferable to
avoid duplicating receptions.
Lifts should provide direct access to Level 1 (without needing to go outside)(for residents and
from car park) and Level 2 (without bypassing entry controls).

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Rhodes Recreation Project Team assumes that there is a BCA Fire Egress requirement influencing the design. Council has not been
provided with a fire report and so cannot comment conclusively on this issue.
Rhodes Recreation Team believe that this is not possible due to having separate stratums between residential and recreation centre .
If this is not correct, Billbergia to provide response to this comment.

Design Requirement Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Access

1

Access

2

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Access

3

Toilet door opening to the courts need a protective screen in front of them for safety reasons.
This wall must be solid to waist, and shatterproof glass from waist upwards

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Access

4

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Access

5

There will be large pieces of equipment going into and out of Level 2. Is there sufficient access?
E.g. for the initial installation of the Sport Curtains, a Scissor Lift needs access to the Multi
Purpose Courts (Approximate dimensions are 1850*900*1390mm, 720kg), large pallets to
deliver equipment are usually about 2 cubed metres, soccer goals are 2 x 3 metres but can be
folded up.
Concerns about access - How do spectators get safely to the seated area? Nets are required on Design Requirement
the northern and southern side of the courts as well as between Court 1 and 2. To determine the
correct location of nets, chose the biggest sporting area on the court.

Five Dock Leisure
Access
Centre
Lead Project Manager Access
RRC

6

The gymnastics area requires a separate entry and exit area.

Design Requirement

7

Are the resi lifts servicing the western tower opening up on Level 2 at the Aquatic Centre?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

RFI Schedule 008

The option of a mezzanine viewing platform along the dividing wall between Gymnastics and Multi Purpose Courts is proposed in the
attached butter paper sketch. This will provide good viewing into the courts and gymnastics area.

Access

8

Reference 2.5 - Security Points/Gates
This was put on hold. Pick up at Detailed Design Stage.

Detailed Design Stage

Lead Project Manager Access
RRC

9

CBC to provide mark up of location of secure points / gates on Leisure Centre Floor Plans

Detailed Design Stage

Manager Community
Life

Allied Health
Tenancies

10

Re-orient the doors on the western most Store Room (South of the Community Room) on Level
1 to exit from the western wall not the southern wall. This way it is easier to transport items
from this Store Room to the Hall and does not conflict with people entering/leaving the family
room.

Design Requirement

Manager Building and
Property

Allied Health
Tenancies

11

The deep pocket between Western and middle Allied Health Tenancies creates dead space. The Design Requirement
Western wall of the middle AHI is to be glazed to create an inviting shop front.

Manager Health,
Building &
Environment

Amenities

12

There seems to be a huge number of toilets, showers and wash basins on the main floor: 4 main Design Requirement separate bathroom areas (pool, gymnastic centre, court area and health club) as well as a
Addressed in CCBC Butter
number of other smaller areas. This seems inefficient in terms of use of space as well as
paper Sketch
maintenance of these facilities. If you consider that every appliance that uses water has the
potential to cause a water leak, having so many appliances increases the risk.

The number of amenities has been reduced on both floors. Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into
the Concept Design.

Manager Building and
Property

Amenities

13

Questions volume of amenities. Too many.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

The number of amenities has been reduced on both floors. Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into
the Concept Design.

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Amenities

14

Male toilets in South Eastern corner of Multi Purpose Courts is not required. Create a store
room for health club instead.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

The Male toilets in South Eastern corner of Multi Purpose Court have now been replaced with a 'Health Club Store'.

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Amenities

15

Too many bathrooms on level 2. There are more spaces assigned to bathrooms than to offices
for staff.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

The number of amenities have been reduced on both floors. The butter paper sketches reflect the changes. Butter paper sketches will
be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Lead Project Manager Amenities
RRC

16

How many showers are proposed for the wash area beside the therapy pool on level 2?

Inquiry - To be addressed by Council has proposed 2 showers in the attached butterpaper sketch.
Billbergia

Aquatic Centre

17

Steam and sauna are too small for the size of the facility. It is favoured to have a sauna for up to Inquiry - To be addressed by Council has increased the size of both the sauna and steam room in the attached butterpaper sketch and it will be referred to the
12 people and a steam room for up to 12 people.
Billbergia
architect for refinement.

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

18

Steam and Sauna rooms are all to have quiet space nearby as users like to come out of the
steam/sauna and lie down. Refer to previous comment in email dated 12/07/2017, subject
Steam/Sauna room.

Design Requirement

Manager Community
Life

Council acknowledges they are still responsible for providing this information. This information has already been provided for the
Childcare Centre.

The attached butterpaper sketch addresses the requirement for quiet space near the sauna and the steam room. This will be referred
to the architect for refinement.

Manager Community
Life

Aquatic Centre

19

It looks like there is too little bench/seating space to get changed in the pool changing rooms.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Manager Community
Life

Aquatic Centre

20

Pool changing room bench space in the Male toilet should be screened from the urinals.

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

We will workshop this comment internally to understand the nature of the comment.

Manager Community
Life

Aquatic Centre

21

Locating the spa in the 'alcove' presents a problem for supervision.

Design Requirement

Rhodes Recreation Team believe that if the spa is to be at ground level, it should be enclosed with a glass wall. If the spa is above
ground level, the risk of trip and fall is eliminated. Signage should be included stating children are not allowed in the spa without a
supervising adult.

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

22

Locating the spa in the 'alcove' presents a problem for supervision.

Inquiry - To be addressed by Is the above relevant/correct?
Billbergia

Manager Community
Life

23

No lockers are shown for the pool.

Detailed Design Stage

Aquatic Centre

Comments from Billbergia

26
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Manager Building and
Property
Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Aquatic Centre

24

Requests to include requirement that pool deck be drained

Design Requirement

Aquatic Centre

25

25 metres pool will make it very hard to cover cost

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

26

What is the area of blue to the west of the spa? Spa is stated to be 7x2.5m but there is an
additional area of 2x2.5m

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

27

Why is the foyer at the entrance to the M and F toilets in the aquatic centre so large. There is
also a corridor to the M? Can the space be arranged more efficiency?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

28

View to pool from AETL room is blocked by a transfer wall.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

29

NOTE: Pool area will need several hose cocks in lockable wall recesses to wash down the pool
deck.

Detailed Design Stage

Project Administrator

Aquatic Centre

30

The First Aid Room is too small (7.7 sqm).
The First Aid Room needs to be complaint with the Code Of Practice for 'First Aid in the
Workplace' obtainable via Work Cover
(http://www.safework.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/52152/first-aid-in-theworkplace-code-of-practice-July-2015-3834.pdf; Refer to item 3.4 First Aid Facilities)
As a minimum:
- Floor area is 14 sqm as a guide
- to be located within easy access to sink with hot and cold water (where this is not provided in
the room) and toilet facilities
- offer privacy via screening or a door
- be easily accessible to emergency services
- easy access and movement of injured people who may need to be supported
- have a minimum door width of 1 metre for stretcher and/or wheelchair access
- be well lit and ventilated
- needs space for a examination couch, a cupboard for storage, chair and table or desk
- electric power points
- telephone and/or emergency call system

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

31

WSP Consultants advice dated 21/08/2017 states 'openable louvres among the external façade Inquiry - To be addressed by RFI Issue 3.3 Natural Ventilation, appears to depart from WPS's previous advice. Is it to be assumed that the advice in the RFI is the
can provide natural makeup air to the pool area when conditions are appropriate. When the
Billbergia
most relevant?
louvres are opened, the AHU's operation will be optimised via the use of external louvre
mounted reed switches. These switches will indicate when the louvre is opened thus enable the
mechanical systems to throttle back in response'

Project Administrator

Aquatic Centre

32

Seating with pool blankest for parents to watch their children swim are included in the
component schedule but not in the plan.

RFI Schedule 008

Aquatic Centre

33

Reference 2.6 - Pool Size
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Balance tanks for pool are not incorporated into design yet. Spatials are not available. Impact on Billbergia
Childcare Centre and Café not yet known. Provide a.s.a.p.

RFI Schedule 008

Aquatic Centre

34

Reference 2.7 - Therapy Pool

Design Requirement

RFI Schedule 008

Aquatic Centre

35

Reference 2.8 - Play Pool
16.10.17: (CBC) Play pool is to be, essentially, a splash pad. Depth to remain under 290mm to
avoid reclassification under the relevant Australian Standard.

Detailed Design Stage

RFI Schedule 008

Aquatic Centre

36

Reference 2.9 - Spa
Confirm depth to spa

Detailed Design Stage

Rhodes Recreation Team notes that Spatial Information still outstanding, including dimensions, depths, construction methodology
along with benefits/comparison.

RFI Schedule 008

Aquatic Centre

37

Reference 2.10 - Pool Store

Design Requirement

Rhodes Recreation Team informs that current thinking is we will have a separate room for chemicals that will also contain equipment
to monitor/adjust dosing. Council would also like to look at remote access via a laptop using SCADA tech or similar. SCADA is what we
use to manage our large water harvesting and recycling plant.

RFI Schedule 008

Aquatic Centre

38

Reference 3.3 - Air supply pool area

Design Requirement

In WSP's advise of 30/08/2017, they recommended natural ventilation for the pool area. This advise has been counted in the RFI to
state that corrosion of the façade can be an issue. Council would still like to investigate the use of natural ventilation in the pool area
which would include corrosion resistant materials to the facade.

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC
Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

This is an operational issue, not a design issue, which requires a balance between lap swimming and swim classes.

Room size has been addressed in the butterpaper sketch. Compliance with other requirements will need to be considered during DD.

Detailed Design Stage

RFI Schedule 006 - CCB provided depth of pool to be 0.8m at the shallow end and to 1.2m in the 'deep' end.
This comment disappeared in Revision 007 and 008. Please ensure correct depth.

39

The therapy pool requires an accessible ramp and a handrail.

Design Requirement

40

Mech Consultant has recommended marine graded steel ducts and fans should be used in the
Pool Centre rather than typical stainless steel due to ongoing maintenance issues.

Detailed Design Stage

Lead Project Manager Aquatic Centre
RRC

41

SJB to organise meeting with Pool Consultant to confirm plant specs and storage requirements

Inquiry - To be addressed by Council have still not received information on plant specs and storage requirements.
Billbergia

Project Administrator

Aquatic Centre

42

CPTED Issue - There is potential for someone to hide at the entrance to the female bathrooms.

Detailed Design Stage

Manager Building and
Property
Lead Project Manager
RRC

Basement 01 &
02
Basement 01 &
02

43

All plant and equipment should be housed in acoustic enclosures

Design Requirement

44

What is he difference between a BUILDING MANAGER, MANAGEMENT OFFICE and DOCK
MANAGER? Why do they need separate offices on B01?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Rhodes Recreation Team confirm they want to use marine graded ducts and fans in the Aquatic Centre.

Install mirror at the outside wall (facing West) of Female amenities to be able to see what is behind the column south of the
Mechanical Carpark Exhaust when entering the amenities.
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Lead Project Manager Basement 01 &
RRC
02

45

Lead Project Manager Basement 01 &
RRC
02

46

Lead Project Manager
RRC
Lead Project Manager
RRC
Lead Project Manager
RRC

Basement 01 &
02
Basement 01 &
02
Basement 01 &
02

The OSD tank on B01 will need to be in the order of 1500mm deep. Will this set down impact on
B02? This is assuming that OSD for the entire site will be in this location and not separated with
the podium roof to be collected for reuse in the landscaping.
Why does Council have 2 in and 2 out lanes for 165 car parking spaces and Billbergia only need 1
for all the levels of resi parking?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

47

Is the substation proposed on B01 Council's?

48

Has access to the truck turn table been checked?

49

Can the void to over the speed ramp on B02 be partially covered to allow additional parking?

Lead Project Manager Basement 01 &
RRC
02

50

B02 seems very inefficient with regards to the amount of parking it supplies. Is this considered
the most efficient design?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

RFI Schedule 008

Basement 01 &
02

51

Missing Item
Revision 003 - Item 2.28 - Carpark Allocation
Carpark allocation for Childcare, Leisure Centre Council Staff and Leisure Centre Customers
(possible spots to be shared with The Connection users). Please confirm number of spots and
split breakdown.
This item was omitted in Revisions 004 - 008.

TBD

RFI Schedule 008

Basement 01 &
02

52

Missing Item
Revision 003 - Item 2.29 - Bicycle Storage
CBC requested that the design provides spaces for bicycle, and possible scooter and motor bike
storage. CBC to advise on exact number.
This item was omitted in Revisions 004 - 008.

Inquiry - To be addressed by Rhodes Recreation Team acknowledge that no number has been provided. This can be resolved once carpark layouts and entrances
Billbergia
are finalised.

Lead Project Manager Basement 01 &
RRC
02

53

CBC expressed that they would like pedestrian access from Car Park to after-hours lift be
permissible and explored in design. Lift that is to be accessible after hours to be resolved and
highlighted on plans. Access control and security to be reviewed.

Detailed Design Stage

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Basement 01
Loading

54

Turn table for long vehicles (grid D7) is compromised due to centrally located column at the
Inquiry - To be addressed by
entrance. The vehicle must be centred on turn table, but appears to need to reverse diagonally. Billbergia
Vehicle turning radius needs to be confirmed.

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Basement 01
Loading
Basement 01
Loading
Basement 02

55

Car space (grid L3) is difficult to access due to fire stair opposite.

56

The car park entry and parking layout could be further rationalised.

57

Car space at grid A7 doesn't appear to have sufficient clearance to wall.

Design Requirement

Basement 02

58

Columns at grid A7 and C7 impede turning radius of the main traffic flow turning right.

Design Requirement

Basement 02

59

Turning radius at the top of ramp H7 is potentially compromised by adjacent car parking

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Manager Community
Life
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
RFI Schedule 008

Building
Management
Building
Management

60

Are there staff lockers?

Detailed Design Stage

This will be workshopped internally to understand what the requirement is.

61

Building Management System

Detailed Design Stage

This will be workshopped internally to understand what the requirement is.

Building
Management

62

Missing Item
Revision 003 - Item 2.26 - Numbers of Lockers
Please confirm number and extent of lockers though centre
This item was omitted in Revisions 004 - 008

Detailed Design Stage

This will be workshopped internally to understand what the requirement is.

Manager Community
Life

Café

63

3 cafes seems excessive.

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

The Cafe's are not considered conflicting and serve a different purpose:
1) Level 01 Cafe, Council operated, is oriented towards Marquet Street Plaza and is part of the proposed Eat Street;
2) Council's Level 02 Café is Coffee and Muffins only and caters to Level 02 businesses;
3) Billbergia's Level 01 Café is small and is to cater to the morning and afternoon peak pedestrians heading to the railway station.

Sustainability Team

Café

64

Cafes will be required to comply with AS 4674-2004 and location of equipment within the
DA requirement
kitchen needs to be specified. Also whether provisions for a mechanical exhaust will need to be
specified in the plans
Questions if Café on Level 1 has grease trap
Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team
Include a designated area of on-street parking to allow parents to pick up/drop off their children TBD
without needing to enter the car park.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Design Requirement

Café

65

Childcare Centre

66

Manager Community
Life

Childcare Centre

67

The mechanical car park supply in the NE corner of the 0-2 outdoor play must not emit fumes or Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
noise which disrupts the play space.
Project Team

Manager Community
Life

Childcare Centre

68

The lift shaft in the middle of the Children's Centre will need to be constructed to prevent their
operation emitting noise which disturbs the Centre's operations - especially sleep time for the
children.

Design Requirement

Manager Community
Life

Childcare Centre

69

The Children's Centre sometimes go on excursions - where would the bus pick up/drop off be?

TBD

Manager Community
Life

Childcare Centre

70

Council has adopted the Disability Inclusion Action Plan and may employ a staff member with a
disability in the Childcare Centre. Can the steps up to the Children's Centre staff room be
replaced with a ramp to improve accessibility with e.g. a wheelchair. Is this exit an emergency
exit?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Manager Building and
Property
Manager Community
Life

Please note under Council's DCP 13 car parking spaces will need to be allocated to the Childcare Centre business.

Yes, the grease trap is in the Basement 01 Loading.
This cannot be addressed until there is clarity on how the vehicle entrances will work into the Precinct.
The mechanical car park supply supplies air to the carpark and does not discharge polluted air. Therefore it will not emit fumes. Noise
will be restricted to the fan rooms in basement. Developer to confirm.

This cannot be addressed until there is clarity on how the vehicle entrances will work into the Precinct.
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Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment

Childcare Centre

71

Openable windows in sleeping room for children and all the play areas 0 – 2, 2 – 3 and 3 – 5 off
the outdoor play areas.

Design Requirement

Childcare Centre

72

Separate air con zones, for childcare centre so they can manage their own temperature – or turn Design Requirement
system off if not needed.

Childcare Centre

73

The childcare centre seems not to have very many toilets and only one basin for hand washing.
Consider adding a sink to each of the childcare rooms for clean up after activities, filling up
water jugs and handwashing (a practical rather than efficiency consideration).

Childcare Centre

74

Child Care – Lever (spring) taps are a good idea in child care centres to save water, push taps too Detailed Design Stage
hard for little people to push, turn taps can be left running by accident.

Childcare Centre

75

Space for washing machine in child care, collapsible clothes line on a wall – in the sun!

Detailed Design Stage

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

Design should look at high level louvres or at windows where the width of the opening can be managed.

There are wet prep areas in each room to be able to clean up after activities. Toilet numbers are based the BCA.

Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Sustainability Team

Childcare Centre

76

Specify energy efficient appliances e.g. oven, dishwasher, microwave, fridge, freezer for the
kitchen in the Childcare Centre area.

Detailed Design Stage

Childcare Centre

77

Outdoor play area is located in a suitable location as not to cause noise disturbances for
neighbouring properties. However an acoustic report will still be required for the childcare
centre with lodgement of DA

DA requirement

These comments are noted, however, these are comments related to the Planning aspect of the DA and can not be submitted by the
Design Project Team.

Sustainability Team

Childcare Centre

78

Kitchen within the childcare centre will need to comply with AS 4672-2004

DA requirement

These comments are noted, however, these are comments related to the Planning aspect of the DA and can not be submitted by the
Design Project Team.

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

79

Require doors to outdoor spaces from all rooms

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Laundry has been provided. Architects to advise if there will be any sun.

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

80

Require emergency exits from outdoor spaces

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

81

Fence between 0 - 2 and 2 - 5 yard needs a child proof gate.

Design Requirement

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

82

Larger area for bottle preparing required

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

83

Change 2 - 5 bathrooms from current layout to a more vertical layout with an entry to the
bathroom from 3 - 5 play space rather than 3 - 5 bag storage area.

Design Requirement Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Design Requirement

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

84

Outdoor space: How much access to natural air is available?

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

85

A cleaner closet/cupboard is required in the Childcare Centre.

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

86

Questions if residential stair case within Childcare Centre area is soundproof

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

87

Kitchen servery into hallway required

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

88

Questions if kitchen is designed

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

89

Staff bathroom is too big. Only one toilet is required.

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

90

Show doors for kitchen, office, playrooms and cot rooms

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

91

2 - 5's bathroom visibility

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

92

Move the 3 - 5's storeroom South and make the office smaller to increase the size of the 3 - 5
indoor play area.

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

93

Laundry needs to be soundproof and ventilated

CCBC Childcare Centre Childcare Centre

94

Outdoor space - will this be designed at a later stage?

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

95

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Store room proposed for the 0-2 indoor play area in the child care centre between the CHANGE Design Requirement Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
and PREP bench to be rearranged as per the attached sketch to allow viewing into the 2-3 play Addressed in CCBC Butter
area.
paper Sketch

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

96

Bag store areas for the child care centre are to be amended as per the attached sketch.

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

97

Sleep rooms are to be reduced in size and increase the size of the 0-2 store room and make it
accessible from the 0-2 play room as per the attached sketch.

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

98

Outdoor store rooms for the child care centres outdoor play are not big enough. They need to
be 15m2 each.

99

What is the white space beside the store room for the 2-5 outdoor play area?

100

Entry to the child care centre is to be from the south façade so that it is directly opposite the
entrance from the Marquet St Plaza.

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC
Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

Inquiry - To be addressed by This question relates to how sound might affect the sleeping rooms.
Billbergia
Design Requirement A servery has ben included. Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Detailed Design Stage
Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

This is also an unactioned item from RFI Schedule 008, item 0.4.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Design Requirement Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
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Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

101

Fire plan from outdoor play area of child care centre needs to allow access to the accessible
area where there are no steps because the babies are taken out stacked in three cots. The cots
obviously cant go down the stairs. How does this affect the evacuation of the multi purpose
hall? People exiting this area will be in conflict with cots trying to move across in front of them.

Design Requirement

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

102

There will need to be a glazed child proof door at the base of the ramp leading up to the
Design Requirement
children's rooms to prevent kids getting out of the centre by themselves. Council does not want
a child proof pool fence in this location.

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

103

Make the staff room in the child care centre smaller and increase the size of the room beside it
(currently a store room) to make a program room for kids activities that can be a bit noisy and
not affect sleeping babies. Shows in sketch as 'Program Room for Students'.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

104

Include a unisex staff shower as per sketch.

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Lead Project Manager Childcare Centre
RRC

105

No sliding doors. These result in squashed fingers. This will need to be considered when
specifying the concertina doors between indoor and outdoor play areas.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Childcare Centre

106

The pool is located over the sleep areas so head heights need to be confirmed. There appears to Inquiry - To be addressed by
be a structure supporting the pool above to the east but nothing shown to the west. Additional Billbergia
columns could compromise the sleep area.

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Childcare Centre

107

Will the substation located on Level 03 result in higher levels of electromagnetic radiation from
the substation to the crèche located directly below on Level 02. This is more of a sensitive issue
and can cause negative publicity.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

RFI Schedule 008

Childcare Centre

108

Reference 2.3 - Access to natural light to Indoor Playrooms

Inquiry - To be addressed by Rhodes Recreation Team acknowledges that this has been closed, but if there is potential for sky tubes or any other design solution to
Billbergia
transport light to indoor play areas that would be good.
Inquiry - To be addressed by Still awaiting confirmation is to whether air quality study is required
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by Revision 20 shows a door from 2-5 Outdoor Play area. Babies are stacked into 3 cots and wheeled out. Wheeled cots will have to head
Billbergia
to the at grade access which means they will be moving perpendicular to people exiting the Multi Purpose area. Is this acceptable?

RFI Schedule 008

Childcare Centre

109

Reference 0.2 - Green Wall Child Care Outdoor Play Area

RFI Schedule 008

Childcare Centre

110

Reference 0.3 - Egress Childcare Centre

Project Administrator

Childcare Centre

111

Waste chute for nappies is required. How do you stop the smell coming back up waste chutes?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Manager Community
Life

Columns

112

Relocate columns so they don't obstruct operations - e.g. columns in middle of rooms, columns
restricting basement car park circulation spaces.

Design Requirement

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Columns

113

The column locations significantly compromise the function of the following childcare spaces:
Staff, office, play and pantry. Can this be improved?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Columns

114

Columns within the office (grid J2) and community space (grid J3) compromise functionality of
the spaces. Can this be improved?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Communications
RRC
Room

115

Size of the comms room on B01 is excessive. Council's IT dept. advise that they need 15m2 only. Design Requirement

Lead Project Manager Community
RRC
Rooms

116

Why does the community room and office on Level 01 have so many columns in them so close
together.

Project Administrator

117

As a community engagement result, self catered events scored 59.82% when asked how they
Inquiry - To be addressed by
want to use the Community Room and Deck on Level 2. The survey stated Community Room has Billbergia
a kitchenette. Is this catered for?

Lead Project Manager Cost Sharing
RRC
Inquiry

118

What do Billbergia envisage would be Council's share of the capital and maintenance cost for
the truck turntable?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Cost Sharing
RRC
Inquiry

119

What is the ownership/cost sharing model for the Hyd Water and Pump Room?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Cost Sharing
RRC
Inquiry

120

How does Billbergia propose to cost share for the fan rooms on level 1 given exhaust from the
resi parking will need to be dealt with on Council's level?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager
RRC
Manager Building and
Property
Lead Project Manager
RRC

Community
Rooms

Rhodes Recreation Project Team assumes that the progressing structural design will identify opportunities to rationalise the size,
location and number of columns. Council was not privy to the structural design at the time of writing this comment.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Cost Sharing
Inquiry
Council Office

121

What is the capital and maintenance cost model for the exhaust duct?

122

Can the Council office on Level 01 be moved to underneath the stairs?

Council Office

123

Can the area under the stairs opposite the lift on Level 01 be used as a Comms Room, which
would allow the northern community room to be bigger.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by If both the Council Office and the Comms Room are suitable to be moved under the stairs, Council would prefer the Comms Room.
Billbergia

124

Is B01 and B02 sharing the resi fire stairs? If so does this affect the fire solution for the Rec
Centre?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

125

Reference 7.1 - Population numbers for Egress
Inquiry - To be addressed by DTS Solution still outstanding
Billbergia
WSP dwg 0208 states Commercial Fire Stair between B01 and B02 and on the NW corner of the Inquiry - To be addressed by
Walker St driveway is to be pressurised. Advice from Council's Health and Building Surveyor is
Billbergia
fire stairs for the podium wouldn’t need to be pressurised unless they are connected with an
alternative solution associated with the residential component. NOTE 5 on the drawings and a
previous email from BB stated that the stairs were separate. Is the reference to pressurisation a
mistake or is there another reason?

Lead Project Manager Egress and Fire
RRC
Services
RFI Schedule 008
Egress and Fire
Services
Lead Project Manager Egress and Fire
RRC
Services

126
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Lead Project Manager Egress and Fire
RRC
Services

Lead Project Manager Fan Rooms
RRC
Lead Project Manager Grease Arrestor
RRC
Lead Project Manager Grease Arrestor
RRC
Lead Project Manager Grease Arrestor
RRC
Lead Project Manager Grease Arrestor
RRC
GHD - Architectural
Grease Arrestor
and Service Review
Five Dock Leisure
Gymnastics Area
Centre

127

There is a note on the level 2 services spatial regarding stair pressurisation or corridor protection Inquiry - To be addressed by
for the resi fire protection system. Would either of these options affect the Rec Centres fire
Billbergia
solution?

128

Are the fan rooms the right size and number?

129

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Why does Council need a 72.7m2 grease arrestor, shown on B01. GHD advice is that the Level 1 Inquiry - To be addressed by
café needs 1500 litre capacity.
Billbergia

130

Why does Council need a second grease arrestor on B02?

131

Is the grease arrestor room shown in the SE corner of B01 supposed to be Billbergias? The note
suggests it is either shared between Council and Billbergia or could belong to either.

132

What is the purpose of Billbergias grease arrestor room on B02?

133

Which grease arrestors are plumbed to what areas on Level 01

134

How can parents view their children in the gymnastics area?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Design Requirement A platform on a mezzanine level in the Gymnastics area has ben drafted. Both the gymnastics area and the Multipurpose Courts can
Addressed in CCBC Butter be viewed from this area. Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
paper Sketch

Five Dock Leisure
Centre
Five Dock Leisure
Centre
RFI Schedule 008

Gymnastics Area

135

Foam pit should not be in the middle of the Gymnastics area. Should be against wall.

Gymnastics Area

136

Create half size sprung floor (6 x 6 metres) in gymnastics area

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Design Requirement

Gymnastics Area

137

Reference 2.18 - Gymnastics Layout

Design Requirement

Sam White, Gymnastics Program Coordinator FDLC, latest comments have been that he would like a 6m x 6m sprung floor area.

RFI Schedule 008

Gymnastics Area

138

Reference 2.20 - Gymnastics Foam pit

Design Requirement

Foam pit should not be in the middle of the room.

Manager Community
Life

Health &
Wellness Area

139

Main staff office (Level 2) is too small for the number of staff required.

Manager Community
Life

Health &
Wellness Area

140

Manager Community
Life

Health &
Wellness Area

Manager Community
Life

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Reception needs a 'back of house' behind it - for storage, cash handling, etc. or realigned to staff Design Requirement offices.
Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

Additional Office spaces were created on Level 02 as per Butterpaper sketch Level 02.

141

How do I enter the M/F health club changing rooms - i.e. do I have to navigate round the
cycle/program room & where's the female entry?

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

The entries were reconfigured in the Butter paper sketch for Level 02. The entry to the F amenities are South to the Health And
Wellness Area office. The entry to the M amenities are between the Health Club and the Program Room.

Health &
Wellness Area

142

Not sure of the purpose of the eastern Deck on Level 2 - should be repurposed as a
programmable space (even if remains exposed to the elements).

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

The Deck is a programmable space. Community Engagement results showed an interest in e.g. Tai Chi classes which are favoured in
an outdoor setting.

Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Health &
Wellness Area

143

Question? What lighting is in the gym – or is it lit from the void in the roof above? Specify energy Detailed Design Stage
efficient flood lighting

Health &
Wellness Area

144

Rotate cycle room from vertical to horizontal layout so that columns are not in the way and
rearrange male bathrooms

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Five Dock Leisure
Centre
Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Health &
Wellness Area
Health &
Wellness Area

145

Rename cycle room to program room

Design Requirement

146

Current crèche room is too small. Combine Crèche with Program Room (i.e. 3.5 sqm per child.
FDLC has on average 25 children)

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Health &
Wellness Area

147

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Health &
Wellness Area

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

An additional Office space was created to the west of the café as per Butter paper sketch Level 02. This can probably be addressed
within the offices shown on the butter paper sketches.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
What is the purpose of rooms labelled 'access' and 'vest' in the Northern part of the H&W area? Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

The size of the crèche has been increased to 104 sqm. Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the
Concept Design.

148

Can cycle room be removed and gym floor space be increased?

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

The cycle room has been converted into a programmable room and the size of the Health Club has increased from 277 sqm (Revision
20) to 340 sqm (on butter paper sketch)

Health &
Wellness Area

149

Why are there 2 decks on Level 2?

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

The Deck can be hired together with the Community Room for e.g. Children's Birthday parties.
The Deck in the Health and Wellness Area can be hired by itself or together with the Health & Wellness Room for a big workshop.
Community Engagement also resulted in interest in e.g. Tai Chi Classes. An outdoor setting is more appropriate for this type of
activity.

Lead Project Manager Health &
RRC
Wellness Area

150

Change room areas with benches for Health and Wellness are pretty inefficient in how they are
arranged. 26m2 of space to provide 11LM of bench space in the F seems overly generous.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Health &
RRC
Wellness Area

151

Walls between Crèche on Level 02 (as modified in attached sketch) and Deck are to be
concertina.

Lead Project Manager Health &
RRC
Wellness Area

152

Walls between Deck and Health & Wellness Room are to be concertina.

Lead Project Manager Health &
RRC
Wellness Area

153

Doors from circulation to Level 02 - Eastern Side Deck to be double doors.

Lead Project Manager Health &
RRC
Wellness Area

154

Concertina wall running north/south to divide the Health and Wellness Room into two rooms.

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch

This is an accessible toilet

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
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Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.
Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Health &
RRC
Wellness Area

155

Amendments to the Level 02 Health & Wellness centre amenities, including an additional
storage area for the Courts as per the attached sketch.

RFI Schedule 008

Health &
Wellness Area

156

Missing Item
Revision 003 - Item 2.25 - Fitness Centre Storage
Four storage areas have been designated to the spaces on L1 for the Wellness Centre, Pool,
Courts and Gymnastics. Please confirm number.
This item was omitted in Revisions 004 - 008.

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Level 02

157

Not clear on partitioning (acoustic and smoke separation) between the multi courts and the
lobby space. Egress paths are not clear and due to patronage levels the current stairs (egress)
may not be wide enough.

Detailed Design Stage

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Level 02

158

Detailed Design Stage

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Level 02

159

The strategy for fire and smoke separation is not clear between the multi courts, lobby, lounge,
health club and pool areas. No clear access points to the various areas are shown, it is assumed
there are sliding panels or shop front type entry points.
Column to function room (grid A1) compromises the functionality of the space. Can this be
improved?

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
Project Administrator

Level 03

160

Glazing over the Multi Purpose Courts to limit potential glare.

Design Requirement

Multi Purpose
Hall
Multi Purpose
Hall

161

The Community suggested a greenhouse space with open louvers and green walls which would
also provide effective noise and climate moderation. Is this considered?
Lobby space in front of the toilets (grid J5) is excessive. In the area allocated, the toilet facilities
could potentially be located toward the west and the stores could be located east. Alternatively
the western building line of the Community Rooms and western store room could be extended
west to increase the useable space and reduce the size of the foyer.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Inquiry - To be addressed by Rhodes Recreation Team have provided their preferred population numbers under the BCA for each space.
Billbergia
Detailed Design Stage

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

RFI Schedule 008
Multi Purpose
Hall
Lead Project Manager Multi Purpose
RRC
Hall

162

163

Reference 3.1b - Use of Ground Floor Community Space

164

CBC have raised concerns regarding the potential sound quality/echoes in the large Community
Space on GF. SJB to consider during design.
Sufficient storage required either side of the courts

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Five Dock Leisure
Centre

Multipurpose
Courts

165

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Design Requirement

Five Dock Leisure
Centre
Lead Project Manager
RRC

Multipurpose
Courts
Multipurpose
Courts

166

Where is the cleaners room? What is its size?

167

Courts need to accommodate a ride on sweeper/court polisher (at a minimum: width 90 cm x
Design Requirement
length 160 cm, height 120 cm, weight 500 kg). Ride on sweeper/court polisher needs to be easily
accessible, needs its own parking space and a recharge station for its battery.

Lead Project Manager Multipurpose
RRC
Courts

168

Door to the multi purpose space store room next to the goods lift needs to be a double door
located on the Eastern wall.

RFI Schedule 008

Multipurpose
Courts

169

Reference 2.16 - Multi Court Change

Lead Project Manager Multipurpose
RRC
Courts

170

Lead Project Manager Multipurpose
RRC
Courts

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

Design Requirement

Design Requirement Addressed in CCBC Butter
paper Sketch
Ensure that the wall bounding the Multipurpose Court must remain solid up to 1-1.5 m; with the Detailed Design Stage
above permitted to be transparent. This is to manage impact damage from futsal balls.

Butter paper sketches will be submitted to the Architect for inclusion into the Concept Design.

171

Point 6 in the notes on the services spatial states they are awaiting confirmation on use of the
multi purpose courts. This information has already been given via email, verbally and the RFI
Schedule, sports only, no other type of gathering.

Inquiry - Addressed by RRC
Project Team

Multi Purpose Courts will not be used for anything other than sports.

Lead Project Manager OSD Tank
RRC

172

Given the roof of the Rec Centre is to be trafficable for the residents does this mean the OSD
tank proposed on B01 is wholly Billbergias?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager
RRC
Lead Project Manager
RRC

Plant and
Equipment
Plant and
Equipment

173

B01 design shows a Comms Room. Who has ownership of this room?

174

Council requires a 15m2 room on both Level 1 and Level 2 to accommodate their
communication infrastructure. Both rooms will require to be air-conditioned separately and
accessible by authorised personnel only.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Design Requirement

Lead Project Manager
RRC
Lead Project Manager
RRC
Lead Project Manager
RRC

Plant and
Equipment
Plant and
Equipment
Plant and
Equipment

175

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Is the CEP pipework shared or Billbergia's? Does the opportunity for Council to participate in this Inquiry - To be addressed by
still exist?
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Plant and
RRC
Equipment

178

There are two notes for fire indicator panels for Council. Is this a double up or does it mean Hyd Inquiry - To be addressed by
(green) will be located next to Elec (red)?
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Plant and
RRC
Equipment

179

What is the arrangement for the air supply/return in the multi court store room on level 2 and
does it affect the useability of the space?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Plant and
RRC
Equipment

180

If Council agrees to procure from Billbergias proposed CEP what plant would no longer be
required?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager Plant and
RRC
Equipment

181

dwg 0222 (WSP) shows a Council cooling tower on the roof of the podium. What does it service, Inquiry - To be addressed by
is the location finalised and is the size shown correct or indicative?
Billbergia

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

182

Central Chillers: The chillers should be located in Basement 01.

Plant and
Equipment

176
177

On WSP 0209 what does the reference to Pit from cable risers to RMIs mean?

Is the commercial kitchen exhaust shown on Level 01 Council's?

Design Requirement

32
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GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Plant and
Equipment

183

Are heat recovery chillers an option? These can provide both cooling and heating
simultaneously. This would eliminate the requirement for Boilers.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Plant and
Equipment

184

(As noted above) It would be possible to delete the heating water boilers if heat recovery chillers Design Requirement
were installed. If the Boilers are retained, they should be located in Basement 01.

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Plant and
Equipment
Plant and
Equipment
Plant and
Equipment

185

Can a single heat recovery unit replace the 4 x AHU for the pool area?

186

Council prefers ducted fan coil units for the Gymnasium & Lobby area of Level 02.

187

Is there a reason why the AHU proposed for the Multi Purpose Room on Level 1 area can't go on Inquiry - To be addressed by
a mezzanine level above the Community Rooms with easy access for maintenance.
Billbergia

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review
RFI Schedule 008

Plant and
Equipment
Plant and
Equipment
Plant and
Equipment

188

Do the Level 02 lobby and Multi Purpose area require smoke exhaust fans?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Design Requirement

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - Addressed by RRC Council's IS Department advises that the DAS room is not required for the Recreation Centre.
Project Team
Inquiry - To be addressed by Rhodes Recreation Team still believe that the majority of the capital cost for the risers should be borne by Billbergia conversely the
Billbergia
fan room on Council's carpark levels will be dealing with residential exhaust fumes as well as Leisure Centre fumes and as such
Billbergia should contribute to the capital cost.

189

Reference 4.1 - Mobile Phone Coverage

190

Reference 3.9 - Carpark Exhaust Risers

Lead Project Manager Plant and
RRC
Equipment

191

Design Meeting Minutes 08, item 10.4.1 - Trafficable Roof

GHD - Architectural
and Service Review

Podium Section
01

192

Pool structure and depth not shown on section. Potential to compromise spaces below when
detail design develops. Will the pool set down effect ducting for the Level 01 Café?

Inquiry - To be addressed by Council's amendment to the minutes were requested 01/09/2017 by Cameron Barnes:
Billbergia
1.7.7 – MB was an apology
3.8.1 – RFI responses supplied but numerous queries have limited my completion there-of. Items from these minutes need to be
incorporated in to the RFI Schedule.
3.4.12 – Public Art needs to be addressed in DA submission
7.8.1 – Assume these are coming today?
8.8.4 – I also requested an indicative layout of proposed Level 3 plant room showing each piece of equipment, its purpose, its
dimensions and specifications – pool or otherwise…
8.6.2 – This request is not clear. What is the issue that requires further consideration?
10.4.1 – VERY IMPORTANT TO NOTE: CBC did NOT “…agree that a concrete trafficable roof is the preferred solution…” CBC noted
that it is a good idea and would support if it was achievable with minimal impact on CBC spaces below AND at no additional cost to
CBC i.e. we are only paying for the costs apportion able to a lightweight roof as per VPA.
11.8.2 – We have raised concerns regarding ventilation near the childcare centre outdoor area. To date; these have not been
addressed. It appears the Council stratums are the only spaces adversely affect by this concept. The loss of Childcare storage
(outdoor) and pram storage (indoor) is unacceptable.
A follow up email was sent by Manuela Baumann on 17/10/2017.
Both emails have never been responded to nor have the minutes been amended.
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Lead Project Manager
RRC
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment

Renaming

193

The second floor FUNCTION SPACE is to be renamed COMMUNITY ROOM.

Design Requirement

Sustainability

194

Council needs to consider the ongoing cost of the building in energy, water etc. and attempt to
minimise this through upfront building design and specification

Detailed Design Stage

Sustainability

195

Any solar passive design considerations e.g. Maximise natural light and reduce the need for air
conditioning. (this appears limited due to the nature of the building)

Detailed Design Stage

Sustainability

196

Any cross ventilation design considerations to reduce need for air con?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Sustainability

197

Any potential for solar panels to power just the community facilities and common areas in
residential towers i.e. lifts and hallways, foyer etc.

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Sustainability

198

Water reuse/water tanks (for toilets, watering gardens/flowerbeds)

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Sustainability

199

Brief to include energy efficient fittings

Detailed Design Stage

Sustainability

200

Is sensor lighting appropriate? In common areas, halls, store rooms, change rooms, toilets, plant Detailed Design Stage
rooms, function room (level 2). Lighting sensors in car parks – except emergency lighting in
corners

Manager Health,
Building &
Environment

Sustainability

201

Water efficient fittings (water efficiency star rating): aerators; showerheads; push button, timed Detailed Design Stage
basin taps and showers; dual flush toilets. Are waterless urinals an option?

Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Manager Health,
Building &
Environment

Sustainability

202

Dual flush toilets, half and full flush throughout. Hand sensors to wave hand over tap can
guarantee a low flow for hand washing.

Detailed Design Stage

Sustainability

203

Use low flow tap aerators
• <5L/min for hand wash basins
• 7L/min kitchenette taps
• 15L/min for commercial kitchen taps

Detailed Design Stage

Sustainability

204

Any external building shading for sun, louvers that can be adjusted depending on the season?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

RFI Schedule 008

Manager Health,
Building &
Environment

33
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DA for Rhodes
Recreation Centre

VPA

205

The Development Application for the Rhodes Recreation Centre is to comply with the following
Clauses of the VPA:
24.1.1; 24.1.2; 24.2.3; 24.1.4; 24.1.5; 24.1.6; 24.3; 24.3.1;

DA for Rhodes
Recreation Centre

VPA

206

Component Schedule in the Performance Brief contained in the VPA:
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Required is a ceiling height of 9.14 m. SJB drawings no 0605/2 (Podium Section 02) shows a
Billbergia
dimension height of 9.2 m from floor to ceiling beam. There is a ceiling line shown in this Section
approximately 6600 mm above the floor level. Council would like confirmation as to what ceiling
is being shown here.

DA for Rhodes
Recreation Centre

VPA

207

Component Schedule in the Performance Brief contained in the VPA:
Calls for bike racks or security bike racks.

Design Requirement

Manager Health,
Building &
Environment
Project Administrator

Waste

208

Sufficient space to accommodate recycling bins as well as general waste (both within the
building and in bin storage areas – particularly in the café spaces level 2 & 1)

Detailed Design Stage

Waste

209

Design Meeting Minutes 09 (16/10), item 11.8.1 state that 'Billbergia Retail Tenancies will
Inquiry - To be addressed by
require shared use of the Leisure Centre waste facilities.
Billbergia
During the 'Waste Management' Meeting between Billbergia and Council on 14/11, Council was
advised that this is not the case.
This is Council's preference. Please confirm.
Is the RRC Loading facility geared for a Side Loading or a Rear Loading Garbage Truck?
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
If it is a Rear Loading Garbage Truck, is the space at the rear of the truck loading zone sufficient? Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Project Administrator

Waste

210

Project Administrator

Waste

211

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Inquiry - To be addressed by The GVM for a Rear Loading Garbage Truck is 22,500 kg.
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Project Administrator

Waste

212

What is the maximum operating weight allowed on the turning table?

Project Administrator

Waste

213

Who monitors who uses the turning table when? What if there is garbage pick up trucks,
delivery trucks and furniture delivery at the same time? Where would the trucks wait until it is
their turn?

Project Administrator

Waste

214

What is the truck clearing height to be able to enter the turning table?

Manager Community
Life
Manager Building and
Property

Windbreak

215

Windbreak

216

Do the 3 exits south of the wind break on Level 1 need to extend so far across? If they are
shortened it will create improved line of sight through the southern entrance.
How does the windbreak near outdoor space of café work with the South Westerly Winds?

Lead Project Manager Windbreak
RRC

217

98m2 for a windbreak at the southern entrance to level 1 is a lot of dead space. Can the AHI to Inquiry - To be addressed by
the east be made bigger to use up some of the extra space? Alternatively is possible to the child Billbergia
care centre wall east. This might eliminate one column in Councils area and remove the
cumbersome 2 metre gap between the column and wall of the AHI.

Lead Project Manager Windbreak
RRC

218

Is the windbreak at the Southern end sufficient for wind mitigation?

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
Inquiry - To be addressed by Rhodes Recreation Project Team assumes that there is a BCA Fire Egress requirement influencing the design. Council has not been
Billbergia
provided with a fire report and so cannot comment conclusively on this issue. Developer to comment.
Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia

Inquiry - To be addressed by
Billbergia
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Rhodes Recreation Centre - Level 01
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Rhodes Recreation Centre - Level 02
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Juliet Rogers
Tina Kao; Jennifer Gordon
Tony McNamara; Paul Dewar; Brendan O"Brien; Ann-Maree Carruthers
RE: points arising from meeting today - Prolet Billbergia meeting with DOE DPE CCBC Mayor
Wednesday, 29 November 2017 2:16:46 PM

Tina
Many thanks for your comments. I will put together some notes from today and circulate asap.
Juliet
From: Tina Kao [mailto:Tina.Kao@canadabay.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 29 November 2017 2:06 PM
To: Juliet Rogers <Juliet.Rogers@planning.nsw.gov.au>; Jennifer Gordon
<Jennifer.Gordon@planning.nsw.gov.au>
Cc: Tony McNamara <Tony.McNamara@canadabay.nsw.gov.au>; Paul Dewar
<Paul.Dewar@canadabay.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: points arising from meeting today - Prolet Billbergia meeting with DOE DPE CCBC Mayor
Hi Juliet
Paul and I observed a few points that need to be resolved, should the discussion with
Prolet/Billbergia continue beyond today.
The feasibility calculations in their presentation document is incorrect. The ‘Total value of
public benefits’ presented was $107,440,096. However, the Affordable Housing
Contribution and Section 94 Contribution should have been deducted out of this amount;
as they would have had to provide these two ‘benefits’ (contributions) irrespective of
whether there is going to be a VPA.
The proposed landbridge across Concord Road to McIlwaine Park is not at the location, or
to the specification, sought by the draft Rhodes East plan
Depending on the final location of the railway overpass determined by DPE and Council,
the proposed overpass at Gauthorpe St may not be progressed
The high number of students proposed for the Vertical School will result in unnecessary
claim for additional floor space (height) for the proponents on their site (i.e. a 1,000
student school results in demand by the landowner for greater density/height)
Any benefits provided to DOE beyond the ‘shell for a school’ cannot not come at a cost of
delivering other identified infrastructure in the area, in particular road/ traffic upgrades
It cannot be plausible to put the total number of dwelling anticipated for Rhodes over 20
years (3600 dwellings) only on the 2 sites owned by Bilbergia and Prolet
To date, Council has not asked for a childcare centre.
We need to ensure their plans site well within an urban design context, including any
proposals for additional new streets / lanes

Vol 3.5
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Thanks
Tina

-----------------------------------Any information transmitted in this message and its attachments is
intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed.
The above email correspondence should be read in conjunction with our
standard disclaimer/terms which can be found at
http://www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/email-disclaimer.html
-----------------------------------
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Notes of meeting held in GM’s meeting room 1 February 2018.
WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Present: John Kinsela – Bilbergia, Mayor Angelo Tsirekas, General Manager Peter Gainsford and Tony
McNamara, Director Planning and Environment CCBC.
The meeting was held at the request of TM for the prime purpose of resolving the planning future of
the Bilbergia site at 23-29 Marquet St Rhodes (former ETU/Ausgrid site).
Both sites are zoned B4 Mixed use. 23 has a maximum building height of 42 m (14 storeys) and 29
has a maximum building height of 23 metres (7 storeys). 23 has a max fsr of 4.6:1 and 29 has a max
fsr of 1.76: 1.
A letter was sent from Council General Manager to planning consultants Urbis dated 2 January 2018,
suggesting that the more appropriate height for a building on 23-29 Marquet, should be comparable
with the building to the north (22 storeys) and to the south (25 storeys). The letter did not suggest a
fsr for the site but did specify a preferred footprint for a residential tower of a maximum of 950m2
which would meet SEPP 65 requirements. Whilst the letter did not specify a fsr, a maximum would
be no greater than 5.6:1 which applies to the 25 storey tower site to the immediate south.
The intention of the meeting was to determine whether JK would agree to a Planning Proposal (PP)
which would maintain the existing zone over 23-29 Marquet, but increase the maximum height to 22
storeys or thereabout, and a maximum fsr of around 5:1 or thereabouts.
When asked whether he would agree to a PP for 23-29 Marquet of 22 storeys and fsr of 5:1, JK
responded as follows:
Currently Bilbergia land holdings within Station Precinct will generate in the order of 120,000m2 of
floor area. Dividing that number by 70m2 (average unit area) gives a number of approximately 1700
which JK claims is the maximum number of units Billbergia is currently entitled to build. JK is seeking
an additional 40 residential floors spread over 5 towers. Given approx. 9 units per floor that would
produce 360 additional units. TM explained that an additional 360 units at Rhodes west would lead
to 360 less units at Rhodes East, from a predicted maximum 3600 units.
JK’s response was that Billbergia would undertake to maintain the maximum number of units at
Rhodes West to 1700. This would be achieved by increasing the number of 3br units and decreasing
the number of 1 and 2 br units. As 670 units have been approved to date in Stage 1 of Station
Precinct, the adjustment to a majority of 3 bedroom units would need to occur in the 1030 units
which have not been approved to date.
JK also advised that he wished to offer 5600m2 of commercial floor space to Council via a VPA. The
commercial floor space could be leased to a registered club with the income used by Council to
offset the costs of the Community facilities in the locality. The 5600m2 comprised 3600m2 over two
floors of the podium of 23-29 Marquet st plus 2000m2 from the podium space under 34 Walker St.
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E17/1221/AS-02-105/PR-0001

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rick Graf
Belinda Gibson; Angelo Tsirekas; Peter Gainsford; Tony McNamara; John Osland
John Kinsella; Bill McGarry; Thomas Gregg; Pierre Jacob; Joseph Jacob; John Pradel
Notes of Yesterday"s Meeting
Friday, 16 February 2018 2:20:20 PM
Notes of Discussion at CCBC on 15 Feb 2018.pdf

All,
Many thanks for meeting with us yesterday on this important topic.
Please find attached a copy of my notes - please let me know if you have any amendments or additions you
would like me to make.
Kind regards,
Rick Graf
Billbergia Group
m: +61
7 282
e: rick.graf@billbergia.com.au
-Message protected by MailGuard: e-mail anti-virus, anti-spam and content filtering.
http://www.mailguard.com.au
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tony McNamara
Peter Gainsford
John Osland; Ben Richards
RE: Notes of Yesterday"s Meeting
Monday, 19 February 2018 9:08:05 AM

Hi Peter
My notes of meeting of 15th feb 4.00PM
Location: Council's Halliday Room.
Attendees : Council: Mayor Angelo Tsirekas, GM Peter Gainsford, Tony
McNamara, John Osland, Ben Richards
Representing Billbergia: John Kinsella, Bill McGarry, Rick Graf, Thomas
Gregg.
Prolet: Joseph and Pierre Jacob
SJB: John Pradel
BGE Engineers: Juliana Mosquera
The meeting invitation was issued by Mayor Angelo Tsirekas at the request
of Pierre Jacob. The purpose of the meeting as advised by Pierre Jacob was
"in reference to amendments, connection points of the pedestrian bridge to
council leisure centre, community facilities, proposed school and council
input such as design and structure of the pedestrian bridge proposed in
South llewellyn Street Planning Proposal to progress towards an updated
cost estimate for our VPA offer".
The meeting commenced with the presentation of two sets of notes from
meetings held on 8 February at the Office of the Minister for Planning,
and on the 14th Feb at the Dept of Education Offices Bridge St Sydney.
Council representatives were not present at either of the two meetings,
and no confirmation of the notes as accurate "minutes" has been received.
The background to the meeting with Council on 15th February, is that there
are 3 Planning proposals submitted to Council in respect of properties
owned by Prolet and Billbergia. The Planning Proposals have been generated
by the work undertaken in Rhodes East by NSW Dept of Planning and Canada
Bay Council to create a "Planned Precinct" formerly "priority precinct",
with the aim of producing 3800 homes with growth infrastructure being
provided via SIC levy, S94 levy, and affordable housing via SEPP 70 and
lep amendment to allow inclusionary zoning. The plan is proposed to be
implemented over 20 years.
The meeting went on to discuss a proposal to deliver a pedestrian bridge
from the Rec Centre being built at 34 Walker St, which would cross Walker
St, then cross the rail line, connect with the proposed 45 storey mixed
use development on the south side of Llewellyn St, cross Concord Rd and
land within McIlwain Park. There was some discussion over connection
points to the rec centre, at what angle it should cross the rail line,
etc, etc. The conversation on that point concluded with the request for
Council to come back with any technical observation as necessary.
The conversation then moved on to why the State Govt exhibited Plan was
only considered feasible (by Prolet and Billbergia) at the southern
(Station ) end, and at the northern (Leeds St) end.
The Prolet and Billbergia reps made it clear that they disagreed with the
planning philosophy being promoted by DEP and why their proposal, as
proposed in their Planning proposal was a better solution.
Joseph set out very clearly what income was proposed to be generated via
the SIC, why revenue would not be received in a timely fashion, because
feasibility assessments showed that certain areas of Rhodes East would not
develop.
Alternatively, the Prolet/Billbergia Planning Proposal offered to fully
fund the bridge from the rec centre to McIlwain Park, the new school, a
community centre, and a child care centre. In return, Prolet and
Billbergia are seeking support to their Planning Proposal prior to the
adoption of the SIC and prior to the gazettal of the Rhodes East Planned
Precinct. Joseph Jacob argued that there was better value in the
Prolet/Billbergia proposal and felt it warranted Council support.
The response from Council which does not appear in the minutes of 15th
February, was as follows:
1) Council does not feel under any obligation to finance a new school at
Rhodes East 100% from development levies. State Govt has an obligation to
provide schools and an education to all school aged children. The SIC levy
will assist the process of funding a school, but will not be required to
provide 100% funding.
2) The concept of 45 storey towers was never in the Rhodes East plan, nor
in Council's planning principles for the Rhodes East area.
3) Council is a willing and active participant in the planning for Rhodes
East. Council has no intention of undermining the work undertaken to date
by supporting Planning Proposals which do not improve/support/facilitate
the work undertaken to date.
4) Council has not taken a decision on whether it wishes to accept as
"works in kind" a new community centre or a new child care centre at
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Rhodes East. It may be that financial contributions via S94 and possibly
VPAs will be employed to supplement the substantial facilities already
provided.
5) The concept of a pedestrian bridge between the Rec Centre and McIlwain
Park is not on Council's S94 list of amenities and facilities for Rhodes
East. There is a need for a crossing or crossings of the rail line to link
east and west Rhodes, however the main purpose of the "land bridge" as
proposed by the Dept of Planning from the rail station to McIlwain Park
was to provide access for school children in the "vertical school" to
access open space. If the vertical school does not proceed, the need for
the "land bridge" and who would pay for it is questioned.
6) The Prolet/Billbergia proposal for a school at ground level in the
vicinity of Llewellyn St may be a better solution for a future school at
Rhodes, compared to the vertical school solution found in the exhibited
Rhodes East plan. This should be determined following an "Expression of
Interest" process which Council supports and which it understood will
occur in the near future.
7) The fundamental principal behind Council's VPA policy is that "you
cannot buy floor space". This may go contrary to commercial principals at
times where the best deal wins the job. In planning Rhodes East,
developers, Council and State Govt all have an important role to play in
delivering a liveable sustainable new community. The plan may take years
to evolve to achieve its maximum potential , however this is seen as
achieving Council's and the community's goals of a "liveable place".
Submitted for your consideration.
Tony McNamara
Director Planning & Environment
City of Canada Bay
1a Marlborough Street, Drummoyne NSW 2047
tony.mcnamara@canadabay.nsw.gov.au
T 02 99116400
M
0926
www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au

-----Original Message----From: Peter Gainsford
Sent: Friday, 16 February 2018 3:36 PM
To: Tony McNamara
Subject: FW: Notes of Yesterday's Meeting
Hi Tony
Can you please do check and do our own minutes
I don’t want to get verballed
Cheers
Peter

Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay
1a Marlborough Street, Drummoyne NSW 2047
peter.gainsford@canadabay.nsw.gov.au
T 02 9911 6504
www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au

-----Original Message----From: Rick Graf [mailto:rick.graf@billbergia.com.au]
Sent: Friday, 16 February 2018 2:20 PM
To: Belinda Gibson; Angelo Tsirekas; Peter Gainsford; Tony McNamara; John
Osland
Cc: John Kinsella; Bill McGarry; Thomas Gregg; Pierre Jacob; Joseph Jacob;
John Pradel
Subject: Notes of Yesterday's Meeting
All,
Many thanks for meeting with us yesterday on this important topic.
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Please find attached a copy of my notes - please let me know if you have
any amendments or additions you would like me to make.
Kind regards,
Rick Graf
Billbergia Group
m: +61
7 282
e: rick.graf@billbergia.com.au
-Message protected by MailGuard: e-mail anti-virus, anti-spam and content
filtering.
http://www.mailguard.com.au
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From:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Peter Gainsford
Kelly Loveridge; Ben Richards; Peter Nguyen; Manuela Baumann
Rhodes Recreation Centre - Meeting with John Kinsella from Billbergia , Mayor Angelo Tsirekas, GM Peter
Gainsford
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image11278c.PNG
image74c663.PNG
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Notes from meeting held in GM Meeting Room Thursday 27th September 2.30PM
Attendees John Kinsella (JK)) from Billbergia , Mayor Angelo Tsirekas (AT) , General
Manager Peter Gainsford (PG)
AT opened with update on Rhodes East that the department are providing an
update on the Charrette this week and are looking to finalise a plan to exhibit in
October.
PG outlined that we have undertaken a business case on the operation. PG outlined
that the space is compromised with the number of columns and makes it difficult to
operate a pool with the number of columns and recreation centres ideally should
be in a space that has no load bearing internal walls and not within the lower levels
of a 30 storey building.
PG outlined four options available
Option 1 The VPA plans including the pool
Option 2 The current plans without pool and repurposed commercial space in its
place and a larger child care centre.
Option 3 Consider a club within the space that provides a number of community
and recreation facilities within it.
Option 4 Negotiate a payout of the VPA and build something separate.
JK outlined the timing for his works on the site which are detailed below
JK is assuming there will be DA consent in 2018
April 2019 the existing lease expires and they obtain possession of the site
It will then take 2 months to demolish the buildings
July 2019 excavation commences
July 2020 building works commence
JK advised that he is happy to consider options
JK said that a pool was being considered at Wentworth Point
JK talked about East Rhodes and said he believed that a school was going to end up
near the station
JK favoured some facility in this area and would like us to consider it extending into
proposed building next door.
PG advised that it is far simpler and Council’s preference to keep it as part of the
one site.
PG raised concerns over working out value of revised works. JK said that we would
work this out between Quantity Surveyors.
JK suggested rental for recreation space would be around $350/m²
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JK suggested that with East Rhodes Plan we could do a a joint facility with council as
they own the land next to council’s existing community centre
JK also raised issues he is having with his current car park for works they are
currently excavating between Walker and Marquet street where his potential
Woolworths tenant won’t agree as there isn’t enough car parking and he would like
to increase the car parking
PG said he would discuss with Scott Pedder.

Meeting closed 3.30PM

Peter Gainsford | General Manager
City of Canada Bay
1a Marlborough St Drummoyne NSW 2047 | www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au
T: 02 9911 6504 | Peter.Gainsford@canadabay.nsw.gov.au

Any information transmitted in this message and its attachments is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed. The above email correspondence should be read in conjunction with our standard disclaimer/terms which
can be found at http://www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/email-disclaimer.html
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E17-1221-AS-10-002-PR-118

MEETING OF COUNCIL

Held in the Council Chambers
Canada Bay Civic Centre
1a Marlborough Street, Drummoyne
on Tuesday, 4 December 2018, commencing at 6.00pm.

MINUTES
Present:

Cr Tsirekas (Mayor)
Cr Jago (Deputy Mayor)
Cr Parnaby
Cr Di Pasqua
Cr Ferguson
Cr Little
Cr Megna
Cr Ramondino
Cr Yap

In attendance:

Mr Peter Gainsford (General Manager)
Ms K Loveridge
Mr S Pedder
Mr B Pigott
Ms D Foster (minutes)

Document Set ID: 6492901
Version: 1, Version Date: 21/02/2019
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COUNCIL IN CLOSED SESSION
ITEM-13

CINTRA PARK TENNIS LEASE - 1P GIPPS STREET
CONCORD

M- 5990
RESOLVED
(Crs Megna/Little)
1.

THAT Council provide a lease to Tennis FX based on the terms and
conditions as contained within the report.

2.

THAT the General Manager execute the lease agreement under delegated
authority.

ITEM-14

RHODES RECREATION AND COMMUNITY CENTRE

M- 5991
RESOLVED
(Crs Parnaby/Little)
1.

THAT Council note the financial challenges the configuration of the
Rhodes Recreation and Community Centre provides.

2.

THAT Council consider options for the deletion of the pool, and seek
Expressions of Interest from, and not restricted to, licenced community
clubs to provide a different mix of community facilities such as
community meeting rooms, a health club and spaces for active play such
as badminton and table tennis.

3.

THAT Council investigate the opportunities for provision of additional
active recreation spaces within Rhodes.

4.

THAT a report be brought back to Council following the Expression of
Interest process and prior to consideration of any potential changes to the
current Voluntary Planning Agreement, detailing the outcomes of the EOI
process and the opportunities identified for additional active recreation
spaces within Rhodes.
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COUNCIL MEETING
AGENDA

Council Chambers
Canada Bay Civic Centre
1a Marlborough Street
Drummoyne

Tuesday, 19 February 2019
Commencing at 6.00 pm
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Dear Councillor,
An ordinary meeting of the Council will be held in the Council Chambers, Canada
Bay Civic Centre, Drummoyne, on Tuesday, 19 February 2019 at 6.00pm.
AGENDA
1.

Welcome to Country

2.

Apologies

3.

Disclosures of Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary Interest

4.

Confirmation of Minutes
x Council Meeting – 4 December 2018

5.

Public Forum

6.

General Manager’s Reports

7.

Notices of Motion

Peter Gainsford
General Manager
14 February 2019
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ITEM-3

RHODES REVISED DRAFT PRECINCT PLAN - CITY
OF CANADA BAY SUBMISSION

Department

Community and Environmental Planning

Author Initials: TH
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Department of Planning and Environment placed the Rhodes Revised Draft
Precinct Plan on public exhibition from 9th December 2018 to the 28th of
February 2019.
An earlier version of the plan, the Draft Rhodes East Precinct Plan, was exhibited
in 2017. Significant changes have been made to the plan since this time.
Council staff have reviewed the plan currently on exhibition and have identified a
number of areas of concern relating to the content of the plan and proposed
planning process. These are outlined in this report.
It is recommended that staff continue to finalise a submission in accordance with
the points outlined below and that the submission be forwarded to the Department
of Planning and Environment for its consideration.
STRATEGIC CONNECTION
This report supports FuturesPlan20 Outcome area:
EFF 4.2.1

Provide Strategic and Land Use Planning to ensure the built and
natural environment is highly liveable with quality and sustainable
development incorporating best practice design.

This report relates to the Greater Sydney Commission’s Eastern City District Plan
and the Greater Sydney Region Plan. The report also relates to the Canada Bay
Local Environmental Plan 2013.
REPORT
Background
The Rhodes Peninsula is located wholly within the City of Canada Bay, with
Council being the Local Planning Authority for this area.
The planning for Rhodes East began in 2015 when Council applied to the NSW
Government for the area to be identified as a priority precinct. Council endorsed
the following key objectives for the area: ensuring long term sustainability;
encouraging active transport; providing affordable housing; delivering density
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with a human scale; providing enhanced waterfront access and facilitating the
delivery of a range of public spaces.
The Greater Sydney Region Plan and Eastern City District Plan, released in
March 2018, recognise the importance of the peninsula, with it being nominated
as a Strategic Centre and a Collaboration Area - with a focus on fostering
sustainable water and energy infrastructure.
Council has previously worked closely with the Department to plan the Rhodes
East Priority Precinct, culminating in the release of the Draft Precinct Plan in
2017.
The Department of Planning has led the process since this time and a Rhodes
Revised Draft Precinct Plan (Revised Draft) was placed on public exhibition 9
December 2018 - 3 February 2019. After a request for an extension from Council
and other stakeholders, the exhibition was extended to the 28th of February 2019.
The Rhodes Revised Draft Precinct Plan
The Revised Draft sets out the vision, principles, job and dwelling targets, and
development parameters for urban renewal in Rhodes. It responds to new and
updated information that has emerged since the 2017 public exhibition, including
the release of the Eastern City District Plan by the Greater Sydney Commission
(GSC).
The exhibition package includes the Revised Draft Precinct Plan, an Urban
Design Report and an Explanation of Intended Effect, which describes how
planning controls will be changed to implement the Revised Draft.
The Revised Draft expands the precinct boundary to the west to include land
adjacent to Rhodes train station. It amends the previous 5 precinct boundaries to
create 4 new character areas: Station Gateway West, Station Gateway East, Cavell
Avenue and Leeds Street Foreshore. Each character area is given a maximum
dwelling target, however no height or floor space controls are provided.
The Revised Draft states an indicative dwelling yield of 3600 dwellings in Rhodes
East and 600 additional dwellings in Rhodes West (i.e. additional to the 1584
dwellings existing & proposed in that location). This provides a total of 4200
additional dwellings, an increase of 611 dwellings from the 2017 draft Precinct
Plan.
The Revised Draft also proposes 40,000 m2 of commercial GFA in the Station
Gateway East character area, an increase of 23,100 m2 commercial GFA from the
2017 draft Precinct Plan.
It includes proposals for a new primary school site in the Leeds Street precinct for
up to 1000 students, with a minimum land area of 1 hectare.
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The submission
Lack of justification
The draft Precinct Plan includes significant changes to the previously exhibited
plan with little justification or consideration of impacts. These changes include:
x a substantial increase to the amount of floor space and number of
dwellings. The density proposed for the entire plan area is 202 dwellings
per hectare - almost double the highest density existing area in Sydney,
Potts Point/Woolloomooloo, which has a density of 108-110 dwellings per
hectare.
x A new commercial core zone adjacent to the station with 40,000m2 GFA
(Gross Floor Area) is also proposed, but is not justified.
x an unjustified expansion of the boundary of the precinct to include land on
the western side of the main northern railway line, which has already been
master planned by Council and has recently approved Development
Applications.
Absence of necessary detail to inform the implementation of the plan
The Revised Draft contains no information about how the increased density is to
be regulated. There are no height or floor space limits, and no detail on how
development could be shaped to address key planning issues including amenity,
bulk, scale, heritage conservation, sustainability, view sharing or
overshadowing. These elements are key requirements which should be in place at
the time of land use zoning.
This results in uncertainty and a lack of transparency in built form outcomes,
making it difficult to assess impacts relating to overshadowing, loss of views and
amenity.
Outdated evidence base
Technical reports and detailed studies were undertaken to inform the draft
Precinct Plan in 2017, yet the work has not been updated to account for changed
circumstances, such as additional residential and commercial floorspace and
subsequent impacts, for example on traffic and transport networks.
Concerns regarding the proposed planning process
Concerns are raised about planning processes and procedures. The community
and Council will have no further say in the strategic planning for Rhodes East
until after landowner master plans are endorsed by the NSW Government.
Council will have minimal input into the Masterplans, where primary built form
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controls will be determined. The community will also have no opportunity to
comment until DCP stage, after key controls are finalised.
As a minimum, Council should be the body responsible for preparing the master
plans in the form of a DCP. This will enable the master plans to be the subject of
community consultation and be prepared with a higher standard of transparency,
impartiality and probity.
Infrastructure and delivery mechanisms not articulated
The Precinct Plan and Explanation of Intended Effects (EIE) provide less
certainty on the delivery of infrastructure mechanisms than was provided in the
2017 draft Precinct Plan, and instead defer decisions to the master planning stage,
which, according to the Revised Draft will be led by the landowners.
This provides little confidence that infrastructure can be delivered. The Revised
Draft should be updated to include clear funding mechanisms for infrastructure,
outlining the role of the Special Infrastructure contributions, s 7.11 Contributions
and Planning Agreements.
Inconsistency with Greater Sydney Region Plan & Eastern City District Plan
The Precinct Plan for Rhodes is required to be consistent with both the Greater
Sydney Region Plan (GRSP) and the Eastern City District Plan adopted in March
2018, however a number of inconsistencies and conflicts are evident. These
include a lack of regulation for sustainability requirements, no affordable housing
requirement and proposals to rezone, rather than retain industrial land.
Traffic and Transport impacts
A key constraint to development in East Rhodes is the limitation of existing
transport networks, in particular congestion on Concord Road /Homebush Bay
Drive and the capacity of the T1 Northern Train line. This is not adequately
addressed in the Revised Draft.
Next steps for the draft Rhodes Revised Precinct Plan
The Revised Draft states that the Department will release the final Plan and a
Submissions report that summarises the feedback received during the exhibition.
The Explanation of Intended Effects notes that the Department would then
proceed to make a State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) which would
amend both the Canada Bay LEP 2013 and the Sydney Regional Environmental
Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment),
However, the preferred outcome is for the Precinct Plan to be revised and reexhibited to include key built form controls and to address issues raised in the
submission.
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Conclusion
The Revised Draft Precinct Plan sets out the vision, principles, job and dwelling
targets, and development parameters for urban renewal in Rhodes. It responds to
new and updated information that has emerged since the 2017 public exhibition of
the Draft Rhodes East Precinct Plan.
Staff have reviewed the Revised Draft on exhibition and have identified a number
of areas of concern relating to the content of the plan and proposed planning
process. These are outlined in this report and will be detailed in the final
submission to the Department.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Council proceed with finalising a submission in accordance with the
key points outlined in this Council report and that the submission forwarded to the
Department of Planning for its consideration.
Attachments:
1. Draft Rhodes Planned Precinct Submission - Document Set ID 6490008
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MEETING OF COUNCIL

Held in the Council Chambers
Canada Bay Civic Centre
1a Marlborough Street, Drummoyne
on Tuesday, 19 February 2019, commencing at 6.00pm.

MINUTES
Present:

Cr Tsirekas (Mayor)
Cr Jago (Deputy Mayor)
Cr Ferguson
Cr Little
Cr Megna
Cr Parnaby
Cr Ramondino
Cr Yap

In attendance:

Mr Peter Gainsford (General Manager)
Ms K Loveridge
Mr B Pigott
Mr S Pedder
Mrs D Foster – Minutes

Document
Set ID: 6513655
Vol 3.5
Version: 1, Version Date: 10/04/2019
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2.

THAT Council forward the Planning Proposal to the Minister for a
gateway determination.

(FOR:
(AGAINST:

Crs Little, Megna, Parnaby, Ramondino, Tsirekas, and Yap)
Crs Ferguson and Jago)

ITEM-3

RHODES REVISED DRAFT PRECINCT PLAN - CITY
OF CANADA BAY SUBMISSION

At 6.36pm Councillor Ferguson declared a non-pecuniary interest in this matter
and left the Meeting.
M- 6000
RESOLVED
(Crs Parnaby/Megna)
THAT the Council proceed with finalising a submission in accordance with the
key points outlined in this Council report and that the submission be forwarded to
the Department of Planning for its consideration.
(FOR:
(AGAINST:

Crs Jago, Little, Megna, Parnaby, Ramondino, Tsirekas, and
Yap)
Nil)

At 6.46pm, Councillor Ferguson returned to the Meeting

ITEM-4

ENVIRONMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT 06 DECEMBER 2018

M- 6001
(Crs Jago/Yap)

RESOLVED

THAT the minutes of the meeting of the City of Canada Bay Environment
Advisory Committee for 06 December 2018 be received and noted.
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The State Government has been urged to go back to the drawing board on its revised plan for
Rhodes.
Canada Bay council has released a damning report card on the plan to cram another 4200
apartments into the suburb without a clear plan on how to prevent further clogging up of local
roads and train carriages.
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In a submission to the Department of Planning, the council described the expansion of the
precinct boundary to make way for an extra 600 dwellings in Rhodes west as “unjustified”.
“The density proposed for the entire plan area equates to 202 dwellings per hectare, almost
double the highest density in Sydney in Potts Point/Woolloomooloo where the maximum
density is between 108-110 dwellings per hectare,” the submission said.

Canada Bay Labor mayor Angelo Tsirekas described the proposed density as
“unprecedented” while the plan contains no height and floor space limits.
“My question to the NSW Government is; what are the development controls in place and
when will we receive even basic information relating to the impact of this growth on local
roads and the capacity of Rhodes railway station?
“As none of this information has been provided, the impacts of the plan cannot be quantified
or properly assessed.”
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He called for the plan to be revised and re-exhibited with detailed information on heights and
density and on how new infrastructure will be funded.
Resident Ian Inglis said the government was relying on developer contributions to upgrade
the intersection of Concord Rd and Averill St as well as Rhodes station, which he described
as “chaotic” in peak times.
“It’s already at it’s maximum and I know there’s talk about creating a new northern
concourse and extending the platforms but nothing will work unless more trains come
through,” Mr Inglis said.
“It’s already chocablock along Concord Rd and Homebush Bay Drive; it’s the main north to
south arterial road through Sydney so the traffic jam goes all the way from the M5 to the M2.
“You can’t get over the Ryde Bridge of a morning as it is.”
He said the council could not shift the blame to the government.
“None of this would be happening to Rhodes if the council hadn’t applied to the State
Government to declare Rhodes east a priority precinct; they’re up to their eyeballs with this
whole development right from the start.”
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A Department of Planning spokeswoman said the plan delivers new homes near existing and
future jobs and public transport.
“The draft plan identifies a list of infrastructure that will support existing and new residents
to the area including opportunities to upgrade the station, a new local school, and a
significant foreshore park,” she said.
“The plan proposes a new way to identify the location and height of buildings and
distribution of floor space through a state-led design excellence review process, co-ordinated
by the NSW government architect in collaboration with the council.”
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The Leeds St foreshore open space will be maintained as well as proposing new public open
space, a water front promenade and a large public park.
“These areas will provide shops, cafes and a foreshore promenade along the Parramatta
River,” she said.
A new pedestrian bridge across Concord Road to McIlwaine Park is also on the cards to
improve access to the existing public open space.
The community is encouraged to have their say on the plan until Thursday, February 28.
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